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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

STRATEGIC CASE

1.1.1

The Department for Transport (DfT) has funded an appraisal of a new link road linking St Austell
with the A30. The Cornwall and Isles of Scilly Local Economic Partnership (CIOSLEP) and
Cornwall Council are therefore submitting this compelling business case to Government for
funding.

1.1.2

Despite being the largest town in Cornwall and the centre of the China clay industry, St Austell
does not have good connectivity with the strategically important A30 corridor. The A30 is the main
transport artery in Cornwall and provides excellent connectivity both within the county and with
the rest of the UK. Its importance is also emphasised by the fact that other parallel routes,
specifically the A390, are of a low standard, are slow and unreliable.

1.1.3

As well as congestion and a lack of capacity on current road links between St Austell and the
A30, perceptions of inaccessibility mean that crucial investment and regeneration in the area is
not reaching anywhere near full potential. Regeneration is essential given the decline in traditional
industries, particularly the China clay industry, and the need to generate replacement employment
opportunities in higher value sectors.

1.1.4

The Strategic Case identifies two key problems that the new link road will address:
 Transport problems: the local road network experiences congestion through and around
the town, especially during peak periods and along the A390. Seasonal traffic also
exacerbates this as traffic on the network increases by 15% during the summer. There is
limited scope to increase capacity on the current local highway network as adjacent
developments severely constrain this; and
 Economic problems: in developing this Outline Business Case, a series of key economic
problems have been identified, including an inability to replace employment lost as a result of
the decline in traditional industry, a relatively ‘low wage, low skills’ local economy, with low
levels of productivity and negative perceptions of the area’s accessibility on the part of
investors – the latter means there is low take-up of land for development.

1.1.5

To demonstrate the decline in the China clay industry, over 80% of its workforce has been lost in
recent years whilst there is a reliance on part-time employment and little representation in higher
value employment sectors within the area. Employment tends to be in lower skilled occupations
and these make up 43% of all jobs in the St. Austell and China clay area (compared to 36% in
England).

1.1.6

These types of employment mean that productivity (GVA) per capita) is also low with the value in
2014 (£17,278) being the second lowest of all LEP areas in England (e.g. this represents only
70% of the average in England).

1.1.7

As well as these indicators, the perceptions of poor accessibility to the area are also acting as a
constraint to economic growth and regeneration. Based on the feedback from workshops and
surveys of local land agents and businesses, there was unanimous agreement that enhanced
accessibility would facilitate investment in the area.
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1.1.9

The new link road also has a good national policy ‘fit’ as it aligns well with DfT’s “Action for
Roads: A Network for the 21st Century”. This is because it is a good example of how new
transport infrastructure can strengthen the economy. The new road’s ability to support additional
housing development also aligns well with current national policies and the higher value jobs
generated will provide a much-needed boost to productivity.

1.1.10

The road will also contribute to the sponsoring organisations’ objectives. Taking Cornwall
Council’s “Connecting Cornwall 2030”, for example, several of the objectives in this will be met by
the new link to the A30. The scheme is also directly referenced in the county’s Local Plan as it will
improve the road network and will facilitate economic growth, development and regeneration.

1.1.11

The impact of not changing is therefore clear: 1) the problems identified will continue and 2) are
likely to worsen over time and will effectively leave the area vulnerable to being left further behind.

1.2

ECONOMIC CASE

1.2.1

The Economic Case for the scheme comprises calculation of an Initial BCR (based on traffic
modelling work), an Adjusted BCR (to reflect DfT WebTAG-compliant wider impacts) and an
analysis of additional wider economic benefits.

1.2.2

In the traffic modelling work, the base year model underpinned the forecast models used.
Forecast models were built for 2022, the proposed opening year of the scheme, and 2037, a
‘forecast year’ fifteen years from the opening year. The forecast models detailed in this report
have been built in compliance with TAG Unit M4 (November 2016).

1.2.3

Forecast models were developed for a ‘do minimum’ scenario (without the scheme) and the
preferred option (the route via Roche). Based on TUBA analysis, the present value benefits
(PVB), present value costs (PVC), and the benefit to cost ratio (BCR) are summarised in Table
1-1 (expressed in present values discounted to 2010 prices).
Table 1-1:

Analysis of Monetised Costs and Benefits (£000) of scheme.

Analysis of Monetised Costs and Benefits
Noise
Local Air Quality
Greenhouse Gases
Journey Quality
Physical Activity
Accidents
Economic Efficiency: Consumer Users (Commuting)
Economic Efficiency: Consumer Users (Other)
Economic Efficiency: Business Users and Providers
Wider Public Finances (Indirect Taxation Revenues)
Present Value of Benefits (PVB)

TUBA v1.9.7
£2,789
-£5,476
£43
-£14,002
£6,121
£67,413
£151,400
£11,251
£219,539

TUBA v1.9.8
£2,789
-£5,476
£43
-£14,002
£10,299
£53,975
£78,301
£11,251
£137,179

Broad Transport Budget
Present Value of Costs (PVC)

£72,810
£72,810

£72,810
£72,810

OVERALL IMPACTS
Net Present Value (NPV)
Initial Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)

£146,729
3.01

£64,369
1.88
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1.2.4

The Initial BCRs show that the scheme provides significant benefits to transport users, resulting
from the significant improvement in the performance of the new A391 in comparison to the
existing route.

1.2.5

Based on the guidance in WebTAG Unit A2.1 (Wider Impacts), proximity-based agglomeration
improvements and ‘output change in imperfectly competitive markets’ impacts were calculated.
These were added to the Initial BCRs to give the Adjusted BCRs. These are shown in Table 1-2.
Table 1-2:

Analysis of Monetised Costs and Benefits (£000) of scheme (Adjusted BCR).

Analysis of Monetised Costs and Benefits
PVB from Initial BCR
Wider Impact Benefits
Reliability Benefits
OVERALL PVB (ADJUSTED)
Present Value of Costs (PVC)
Adjusted Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR)

TUBA v1.9.7
£219,539
£57,752
£0
£277,291
£72,810
3.81

TUBA v1.9.8
£137,179
£50,442
£0
£187,621
£72,810
2.57

1.2.6

Although not forming part of the BCR calculations, a series of other wider economic impacts were
quantified. Dependent development-based land value gains from unlocked housing are
considered a good proxy for the positive impact the scheme will have on demand for land use and
these totalled £74 million. It is acknowledged that these cannot be added to the agglomerationbased wider impacts reported in Table 1-2.

1.2.7

Additionality analysis (the extent the scheme would support additional economic activity) indicated
that the scheme would generate an additional 6,300 jobs in the area. The scheme would also
generate additional GVA of £136 million during construction and further annual GVA benefits of
£98 million per year. Other additional impacts include annual Council Tax receipts of £11.9 million
per year and Business Rate income of £3.7 million per year.

1.2.8

Based on the above and the assessment of non-monetised impacts, the final Value for Money
(VfM) category is High. It is considered that the economic appraisal represents a conservative
assessment of the actual benefits of the scheme; hence there is a low risk that the scheme will fall
into a lower value for money category.

1.3

MANAGEMENT CASE

1.3.1

The essential roles and responsibilities included within the project governance structure are
consistent with PRINCE2. The Senior Responsible Officer is the Service Director – Transport and
Infrastructure for Cornwall Council. He is responsible for the overall delivery of the scheme.
Senior suppliers and users, together with the Highway Authority, are included on the Project
Board from the Design Organisation. The Project Manager is responsible for the day to day
running of the project and will report to the Project Board monthly through a meeting as a
‘Steering Group’.

1.3.2

Project assurance will be undertaken by the relevant project board member with specific
responsibilities identified in each role to ensure that the project’s direction, management and
compliance are being conducted properly. For this, a number of gateway reviews have been
programmed at key stage change points throughout the proposed scheme’s life.

1.3.3

The Project Manager will identify the key target audiences and stakeholders with an interest in the
project to ensure they are kept informed and have the opportunity to give their views during the
consultation phases.
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1.3.4

A Risk Management Plan sets out the process and responsibilities for undertaking risk
management to deliver the scheme. Informal reviews of the risk register shall be undertaken on a
monthly basis when high level risks will be reported to the Project Board.

1.3.5

A Benefits Realisation Plan prepared for the scheme provides details of the key activities that will
facilitate the success of the expected benefits arising from the scheme. This includes a Monitoring
and Evaluation Plan that will identify how the actual scheme delivery, including wider scheme
impacts, construction and budget management, are to be evaluated and monitored.

1.4

COMMERCIAL CASE

1.4.1

The procurement of the scheme will be based on the New Engineering Contract (NEC) suite of
contracts. Due to the tight timescales involved, it is also recommended that use is made of early
contractor involvement to help ionform the detailed design phase.. This approach allows the
detailed design to remain within the control of Cornwall Council, but also allows early involvement
from the contractor in the design process.

1.4.2

The anticipated value of the works dictate that a European Union (EU)-compliant tender process
must be followed. Council tendering processes will also be followed. Two main options have been
identified through the EU’s OJEU tendering process: either 1) an Open or 2) a Restricted Tender.
The final option to use will be determined during the project development. With regard to
payment mechanisms, it is recommended to use the Traditional Appointment – NEC (Target
Price) as a specific payment mechanism, which consists of the contractor tendering a target price
using an activity schedule.

1.4.3

The contract length is currently estimated to be 40 months, which comprises a construction period
and subsequent maintenance period. This will be developed into a more detailed programme as
the design and planning constraints are better understood.

1.5

FINANCIAL CASE

1.5.1

Based on a quantified risk assessment, the total cost of the scheme is £84,861,230. This is based
on a confidence level of 90% and is inclusive of inflation. The inflation assumptions are based on
market forecasts over the life of the project. The scheme cost also reflects particular technical
issues and characteristics that have affected other road schemes in the area. Construction prices
have been indexed to Q1 in 2017.

1.5.2

For the purpose of supporting this OBC, it is recommended that a P90 probability value is used
and this totals £4,770,494. A project risk register has been produced in order to fully identify the
risks, risk owner and mitigation measures. This is a live document, which will be regularly
reviewed and updated, and when implemented will reduce the risk exposure, impacts and
probability.

1.5.3

Cornwall Council will seek to find other sources of local funding to contribute to the scheme which
will include design and development costs, land acquisition and locally sourcing construction
materials and waste disposal. The Council, as the Accountable body, will cover any scheme
costs over and above the level of DfT funding.
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St Austell to A30 Link Road
Strategic, Economic and Finance Case
Poor connectivity continues to be seen as the major block to economic growth in the StAustell area. Withthe
recently completed A391 Carluddon Link,improvements to the A30atTemple, further investment in the Newquay
Enterprise Zoneat the Aerohub and regeneration schemes in the St Austell and the ChinaClay Area increasing
pressure on the existing routes and communities' support,the need for thislink road hasbecomeeven moreevident
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Appendix B – Programme (OBC)

ID

Task
Mode

Task Name

1
2
3
4

Durati on Start

St Austell Link Road
Stage 0 & 1 - Feasibility / Project
initiation
Feasibility Design & Assessment
Business Case - Stage 1

Finish

Predecessors

Successors

1820 days 03/04/17 08 22/03/24 17:
0 days
03/04/17
03/04/17
08:00
08:00
03/04/17
03/04/17
0 days
08:00
08:00
0 days
03/04/17 08: 03/04/17 08:

5

DfT decision on funding for
construction

0 days

6

Stage 2 - Preliminary design &
Planning

490 days 03/04/17
08:00

7
8

Preliminary Design Stage
CDM - Principal Deisgner

490 days
26 days

20/07/17
17:00

20/07/17
17:00

% Complete

2nd Quarter
Apr

4, 3

0%

03/04
03/04

5

0%

5, 24, 47, 82, 67, 39, 50, 51, 52

0% 03/04

156

0%

15/02/19
17:00

03/04/17 08 15/02/19 17:
03/04/17 08 08/05/17 17:
03/04/17
08:00

21/04/17
17:00

4

10

10

PD role activities (liaison,
client advice etc)

1 day

24/04/17
08:00

24/04/17
17:00

9

11

0%

11
12

5 days
5 days

25/04/17 08: 01/05/17 17: 10
02/05/17
08/05/17
11
08:00
17:00
03/04/17 08 15/02/19 17:

12

0%
0%

13

Prepare / submit F10
Prepare designer's risk
assessment
Surveys and investigations

14

Ground investigations

17
18
19
20

03/04/17 08 09/02/18 17:

25 days
20 days

03/04/17 08: 05/05/17 17: 4
08/05/17 08: 02/06/17 17: 15

16
17

Site Surveys

120 days

05/06/17 08: 17/11/17 17: 16

18

0%

115, 151

0%
0%

22

0%

185

0%

21, 25

0%

26
28SS+20 days

0%
0%

32SS

0%

22

CEEQUAL Activities & 240 days 19/03/18
collation of deisgn
08:00
submission evidence

23

Environmental Screening 40 days
/ Scoping

21, 154FF

03/04/17
08:00

26/05/17
17:00

24

Screening /Scoping
Report

15 days

03/04/17
08:00

21/04/17 4
17:00

25
26

Decision period
Screening / scoping
opinion received

25 days
0 days

24/04/17 08: 26/05/17 17: 24
26/05/17
26/05/17 25
17:00
17:00

27

Environmental Surveys

28

Preparation of EA Report 240 days 26/06/17
08:00

29
30

CEMP & SWMP
Prepare Draft
Documents for
planning

31

32

33

34

240 days 03/04/17
08:00

140 days
25 days

Revise and update docs 25 days
after detailed design

26SS+20 days

23/04/18 08 02/11/18 17:
23/04/18
25/05/18
28FF
08:00
17:00

30FF, 151

0%

31

0%
0%

02/11/18
17:00

30, 88

151

0%

02/03/18
17:00

27SS

33FF

0%

Agreements in principal
with Env Stat Consultees

02/03/18
17:00

32FF

83FF

0%

80 days

13/11/17
08:00

85 days

03/04/17 08 28/07/17 17:

Commission Topo
Lead-time

25 days
20 days

03/04/17 08: 05/05/17 17:
08/05/17 08: 02/06/17 17: 35

36
37

37

Site Surveys & Data
Processing

40 days

05/06/17
08:00

28/07/17 36
17:00

151

57 days

03/04/17
08:00

20/06/17
17:00

Tender and Appoint ECI (3
quotes Approach)

40
41

0%
0%

41

Tender perio d

20 days

02/05/17 08: 29/05/17 17: 40

42

0%

42

Tender evalu ation

10 days

30/05/17 08: 12/06/17 17: 41

43

0%

43
44

Award contract
Letters / feedback

1 day
5 days

13/06/17 08: 13/06/17 17: 42
14/06/17 08: 20/06/17 17: 43

44

0%
0%

259 days

03/04/17 08 29/03/18 17:

Utilities
C2

210 days
25 days

03/04/17 08 19/01/18 17:
03/04/17 08: 05/05/17 17: 4

48
49

C3
Highway design

25 days
160 days

18/12/17 08: 19/01/18 17: 47, 59FF
03/04/17 08 10/11/17 17:
10/11/17 4
17:00

87, 60, 151

0%
0%

Main Alignment & Side
roads

59, 64SS, 71SS+100 days

0%

51

Earthworks

160 days

03/04/17 08: 10/11/17 17: 4

59

0%

52
53

Pavement design
Drainage design

160 days
160 days

03/04/17 08: 10/11/17 17: 4
03/04/17 08: 10/11/17 17: 4

59
59

0%
0%

54

Signs & Lines

160 days

03/04/17 08: 10/11/17 17: 4

59

0%

55

Lighting design & electrical 160 days 03/04/17
08:00

4

59

0%

59
59

0%
0%

56
57

Structures Design
Landscape design

160 days
160 days

03/04/17 08: 10/11/17 17: 4
03/04/17 08: 10/11/17 17: 4

58
59

VRS design
Series Drawing Pro ductio n

160 days
50 days

60

Cost estimation

30 days

03/04/17 08: 10/11/17 17: 4
59
13/11/17
19/01/18
58, 57, 56, 55, 54, 53, 52, 51, 50 60, 61, 48FF, 62
08:00
17:00
22/01/18 08: 02/03/18 17: 59, 48
112

61

RSA 1 (audit & deisgn
resopnse)

20 days

22/01/18
08:00

62

Design Review

15 days

22/01/18 08: 09/02/18 17: 59

63

0%

63

Design changes from RSA 1 / 20 days
Design Review / Consultation

02/03/18
08:00

65FF, 83FF+10 days

0%

NMU Context Report

03/04/17 08: 14/04/17 17: 50SS

64

10 days

16/02/18 59
17:00
61, 62, 80

65

0%

83FF

0%
0%

68FF

0%

69SS

0%

68

Land referencing, Land plans 60 days
& Book of Reference

11/12/17
08:00

69

Draft stm of reasons

11/12/17 08: 05/01/18 17: 68SS

Consultation
139 days
Preparation of materials & 40 days
organising event

72
73

Client review, revisions and 15 days
approvals
Place newspaper advert
1 day

74
75

Advert run in paper
Erect site notices

76
77
78
79
80

67FF

21/08/17 08 01/03/18 17:
21/08/17
13/10/17
50SS+100 days
08:00
17:00
16/10/17
03/11/17
71
08:00
17:00

117

0%

72

0%
0%

73

0%

06/11/17 08: 06/11/17 17: 72

74

0%

07/11/17 08: 20/11/17 17: 73
21/11/17 08: 21/11/17 17: 74

75
76

0%
0%

Print and collate information 10 days
package

22/11/17
08:00

05/12/17
17:00

75

77

0%

Mail out consultation
package

1 day

06/12/17
08:00

06/12/17
17:00

76

78

0%

Consultation event

1 day

07/12/17 08: 07/12/17 17: 77

79

0%

30 days
30 days

08/12/17 08: 18/01/18 17: 78
19/01/18 08: 01/03/18 17: 79

80
83FF, 63

10 days
1 day

Consultation period
Consultation Report

03/04/17 08 08/06/18 17:

Pre application Advice
Planning application
preparation (application
form, D&A stm, TA,
Consultation Report, Draft
CEMP/SWMP, Flood risk &
dwgs)

20 days
60 days

03/04/17 08: 28/04/17 17: 4
19/01/18
12/04/18
82, 80FF, 33FF, 65FF, 61FF,
08:00
17:00
63FF+10 days

83
84

0%
0%

84

Planning application
Submitted
Planning decision period

1 day

13/04/18
13/04/18
83
08:00
17:00
16/04/18 08: 08/06/18 17: 84

85, 87, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94,
95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 101, 107,
110

0%

40 days
460 days

16/04/18 08 17/01/20 17:

85
86

Planning

Stage 2B - Detailed Design

87
88

C4
Detailed design

89
90

0%
0%

120 days
120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84
16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111, 117SS
111

0%
0%

91

Series 300

120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111

0%

92
93

Series 400
Series 500

120 days
120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84
16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111
111

0%
0%

94

Series 600

120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111

0%

95
96

Series 700
Series 1100

120 days
120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84
16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111
111

0%
0%

97
98

Series 1200
Series 1300

120 days
120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84
16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111
111

0%
0%

99

Series 1400

120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111

0%

100
101

Series 1700
Series 1800

120 days
120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84
16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111
111

0%
0%

102

Series 1900

120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111

0%

103
104

Series 2000
Series 2100

120 days
120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84
16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111
111

0%
0%

105
106

Series 2400
Series 2500

120 days
120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84
16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111
111

0%
0%

107

Series 2700

120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111

0%
0%

120 days

16/04/18 08: 28/09/18 17: 84

111

40 days
20 days

20/08/18
12/10/18
88FF+10 days
08:00
17:00
11/06/18 08: 06/07/18 17: 85

151

110

Departures Report & Approvals
period
Address planning conditions

111

Series Drawing production

50 days

01/10/18 08: 07/12/18 17: 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 9 113, 151, 156, 112

0%

112

Cost Estimation Review / Update 20 days

10/12/18
08:00

0%

113

RSA 2 (Audit & Response)
20 days
Design / Dwgs revisions from RSA 20 days

10/12/18 08: 04/01/19 17: 111
07/01/19
01/02/19
113
08:00
17:00
12/11/18 08: 01/02/19 17: 18, 114FF

114

04/01/19
17:00

115

GDR preparation

116
125

CPO
115 days 16/04/18 08 21/09/18 17:
Mainline, Side Road and Stopping 100 days 09/07/18
23/11/18
Up Orders / ROW
08:00
17:00
Public Inquiry
225 days 26/11/18 08 04/10/19 17:

132
142
149
150

60 days

Land Entry
Stage 3 - Tender and Contract
Construction Package

114
151, 152FF, 153FF, 115FF
151

0%
0%
0%

Collate site info rmatio n &
Reports

5 days

04/02/19
08:00

Speciﬁcation Document

40 days

10/12/18 08: 01/02/19 17: 114FF

154

0%

Preconstruction Information
Document

20 days

07/01/19
08:00

01/02/19
17:00

114FF

154

0%

154

Draft package Collated, checked 5 days
and issued

11/02/19
08:00

15/02/19
17:00

151, 152, 153

159, 22FF

111, 109, 115, 114, 48, 87, 18, 28, 154
31, 37

30 days
37 days

10/12/18 08: 18/01/19 17: 5, 111
21/01/19 08: 12/03/19 17: 156

157
158

0%
0%

Issue PQQs & Assessment
Invitation to Tender

25 days
1 day

13/03/19 08: 16/04/19 17: 157
17/04/19 08: 17/04/19 17: 158, 154

159
160

0%
0%

160

Tender period

40 days

18/04/19 08: 12/06/19 17: 159

161

0%

161

15 days
11 days

0%
0%

1 day

13/06/19 08: 03/07/19 17: 160
07/10/19
21/10/19
161, 141
08:00
17:00
22/10/19 08: 22/10/19 17: 162

162
163, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172,
173, 164FF+15 days

163

Tender evaluation & report
Award contract (Inc 10 Day
standstill)
OJUE award notice

164

Full business Case submission

60 days

20/08/19 08: 11/11/19 17: 162FF+15 days

165

0%

165

Final DfT Funding Decision Period 40 days

12/11/19
08:00

164

173

0%

659 days
184 days

22/10/19 08 29/04/22 17:
22/10/19 08 03/07/20 17:

Road space bo okin g
TM Design & Phasing

60 days
60 days

22/10/19 08: 13/01/20 17: 162
22/10/19 08: 13/01/20 17: 162

175
175

0%
0%

170

TTRO Applications

60 days

22/10/19 08: 13/01/20 17: 162

175

0%

171

CEMP/SWMP co mpletion &
Approval

40 days

22/10/19
08:00

16/12/19
17:00

162

175

0%

172

Construction H&S plan
preparation

20 days

22/10/19
08:00

18/11/19
17:00

162

175

0%

173

Advance enabling works - Env 120 days 20/01/20
mitigation
08:00

03/07/20
17:00

162, 165, 147, 148

175SS+25 days

Construction Period

480 days 20/04/20 08: 18/02/22 17: 175

177SS, 178SS, 179SS, 181, 186

0%

Construction Support

480 days 20/04/20 08: 18/02/22 17: 176SS
480 days 20/04/20
18/02/22
176SS
08:00
17:00
480 days 20/04/20 08: 18/02/22 17: 176SS

185

0%

179

CEEQUAL - construction
contribution activities
Supervision

180
181

RSA3
Demobilisation

20 days
20 days

21/02/22 08: 18/03/22 17: 176
21/02/22 08: 18/03/22 17: 176

189

182

Preparatio n of H&S Files

40 days

21/02/22 08: 15/04/22 17: 176

189

0%

50 days
21/02/22 08: 29/04/22 17: 176
545 days 21/02/22
22/03/24
08:00
17:00

189

0%
0%

May

Jun

3rd Quarter
Jul

Aug

Sep

4rd Quarter
Oct

20/07

26/05

0%
0%
0%

185

Finalise CEEQUAL Submission

20 days

Defects Rectiﬁcation period

260 days 21/02/22 08: 17/02/23 17: 176

187

0%

187
188

Final Inspection
Latent Defects Period

5 days
20/02/23 08: 24/02/23 17: 186
260 days 27/02/23 08: 23/02/24 17: 187

188
190

0%
0%

189
190

Post Project Review
RSA4

5 days
20 days

21/02/22 08: 18/03/22 17: 178, 22

189

0%

02/05/22 08: 06/05/22 17: 180, 182, 185, 183
26/02/24 08: 22/03/24 17: 188

Split

2nd Quarter
Apr

0%

186

Task

Mar

0%
0%

178

Project: EDG0717_DRAFT
Date: 22/03/17 15:00

Feb

0%

24/02/20 08 29/04/22 17:
24/02/20 08: 17/04/20 17: 173SS+25 days, 168, 169, 170, 171 176

177

As Built Drawing production
Stage 5 - Closure (Scheme
Completion )

2020
1st Quarter
Jan

0%
0%

176

183
184

Dec

0%

168
169

570 days
40 days

Nov

0%

Preparation
OJUE Notice

Works
Mobilisation

4rd Quarter
Oct

0%

22/10/19
17:00

158
159

174
175

Sep

0%

156
157

Stage 4 - Construction
Pre-Construction

Aug

0%

10/12/18 08 06/01/20 17:
10/12/18 08 15/02/19 17:

151

166
167

3rd Quarter
Jul

0%

07/10/19 08 17/01/20 17:

06/01/20
17:00

Jun

0%
0%

152

162

May

0%
0%

281 days
50 days

Tender and appoint contractor - 227 days 10/12/18
Client Activity
08:00

2nd Quarter
Apr

0%

60, 87, 111

153

155

Mar

0%

111, 126

75 days

08/02/19
17:00

Feb

0%

Series 100
Series 200

Series 3000

2019
1st Quarter
Jan

0%
151, 112
109FF+10 days, 31

108

Dec

0%

35 days
16/04/18 08: 01/06/18 17: 48, 84
120 days 16/04/18 08 28/09/18 17:

109

Nov

0%
0%

310 days

82
83

81

4rd Quarter
Oct

0%

240 days 03/04/17 08: 02/03/18 17: 4

Land Negotiations

70
71

Sep

0%
0%

10 days
16/03/18 08: 29/03/18 17: 64, 63FF
240 days 03/04/17 08 02/03/18 17:

NMU Audit report
Land

67

20 days

Aug

0%

63, 83FF

65
66

02/03/18
17:00

3rd Quarter
Jul

0%
0%

48

50

29/03/18
17:00

Jun

0%

46
47

10/11/17
17:00

May

0%

03/04/17 08: 28/04/17 17: 4
01/05/17
01/05/17
39
08:00
17:00

160 days 03/04/17
08:00

2nd Quarter
Apr

0%

Preparation
20 days
Issue Tn der invitatio n / docs 1 day

Preliminary Design

Mar

0%
0%

39
40

45

Feb

0%

35
36

38

2018
1st Quarter
Jan

0%
0%

Liaison / consultation with 240 days 03/04/17
Env Stat Consultees
08:00

Topo Survey

01/10/18
08:00

Dec

0%

02/03/18 4
17:00
25/05/18
17:00

Nov

0%

24/04/17 08: 19/05/17 17: 24
15/02/19
17:00

4rd Quarter
Oct

0%

GIR preparation
60 days
20/11/17 08: 09/02/18 17: 17
Environmental Surveys and 490 days 03/04/17
15/02/19
assessment
08:00
17:00
CEEQUAL - Whole project 475 days 24/04/17
15/02/19
award
08:00
17:00
20 days

Sep

0%

225 days

CEEQUAL Scoping

Aug

0%

Commission GI
Lead-time

21

3rd Quarter
Jul

0%
0%

Appointment of PD (Prep PD 15 days
proposal & Client approval)

490 days

Jun

0%

9

15
16

May

0%

0%
0%

Milestone

Summary

Project Summary

External Tasks

External Milestone

Inactive Task

Inactive Milestone

Inactive Summary

Manual Task

Duration-only

Manual Summary Rollup

Manual Summary

Start-only

Finish-only
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background and Approach

1.1.1

The Costing of the preferred option for the link road has been based upon
a review of the feasibility study carried out as part of the Options
Appraisal Report (OAR) done by CORMAC in 2015. The costings in that
report were used as part of the comparison process between the options
considered. The Roche route is now the preferred route and the costings
have been updated through the collation of relevant pricing information to
apply in the next stage of the estimating process.

1.1.2

At this stage the design of the Roche route has been developed to comply
with the design guidance provided by the DMRB, to reduce the impact
upon the local residents and the environment whilst minimising the
required earthworks and by avoiding as much as possible the constraints
imposed by poor ground conditions in this heavily mined area of Cornwall.
The resulting design is the lowest cost of the route options considered.
The design and route alignment have been fixed for the purposes of
costing, however, only limited value engineering (VE) has been carried
out due to the tight time constraints. The next stage will undoubtedly
show savings during the VE process and the costs produced herein should
be considered as an upper bound. The set of design drawings used in the
costing process are included in Appendix A. The costs are heavily
influenced by the design assumptions used in the costing, for example,
the amount of cut material that can be processed into allowable fill and
the measures used to cross poor ground. These assumptions are
described in the following chapters. Desk studies and walkovers of the
routes along with research on the history of the clay mining and in
particular the former pits that need to be crossed, have provided valuable
information that has reduced the apparent risk and shown benefit in
reducing the predicted cost. Further and more detailed future
investigation will reduce that risk further.
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1.1.3

To get a more robust cost base and to improve upon the accuracy of the
comparative costing exercise carried out for the early OAR a review of
earlier relevant schemes within the clays area carried out by the
Engineering Design Group and Cormac Construction has been
undertaken. This included the A391 Carluddon Bypass that lies to the
south of the proposed Roche route option. This is directly applicable as it
crosses the clay mining area and had some of the same issues.
Additionally the scheme was independently costed by WSP estimators.
These are based in the WSP Tewksbury office and are independent of the
Design Team. These base costs have been used in the costing presented
herein. All the construction prices have been indexed to the Q1 in 2017
as the starting point. Inflation predictions have been applied to the
forward cost profile.

1.1.4

Other aspects of the scheme outturn costs have been included including
land and Part 1 Claims, likely environmental mitigation measures and
geotechnical conditions. Land costs were taken up the Cornwall Council
Estate Services in a series of meetings and discussions.
The
management process has seen a number of workshops designed to
discuss the design constraints and outcomes, and importantly a number
to explicitly discuss risks. This ensured that risks are not doubled up, and
that risk allowances are realistic and work with the estimate. A
professional risk assessor from WSP was engaged to lead in this process
and to give an independent overview of the process.

1.1.5

The estimate has been based upon a 2.5 year design stage including CPO
and public inquiry, followed by a 2 year delivery programme on site that
starts in the winter of 2019/2020. The programme for the project is
included in Appendix B. Maintenance costs have been calculated and
inflation applied over the life of the project. The price given is for a new
6.3km length of new wide single carriageway. It includes four roundabout
junctions, one T junction along the proposed route, a cycle way running
alongside the new route, some improvements along the C077 to
Newquay, and some improvements through Victoria to the A30
interchange at the Victoria Services (giving a total of 8.1km including the
6.3km of new road). To encourage use of the new road and to reduce
traffic through the villages of Roche, Stenalees and Bugle, the cost of
measures on the A30 (new signage) and restrictions within the villages
and on their approaches (complementary measures) has also been
included.
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1.1.6

All the costings up to the point of selection of the preferred route were
produced to allow a comparison of cost to be made between the route
options. After selection of the Roche Option as the preferred option its
costing has been further developed to produce a more in depth Bill of
Quantities (BoQ). The current assessment of the works cost is
£84,861,230 with a total base construction cost of £61,444,047.
Cost Profile

Financial Year

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

Annual Cost (£m)

£2.3m

£2.3m

£9.3m

£30.3m

£31.7m

£9.0m

£84.9m

Running Total (£m)

£2.3m

£4.6m

£13.9m

£44.2m

£75.9m

£84.9m

£84.9m

1.2
1.2.1

1.3
1.3.1

Total

Land Costs
The land costs have been calculated by Cornwall Council Estate Services
and based upon their experience in the clay area with the A391 Carluddon
Bypass and a number of other recent major road schemes where land
acquisition was needed. These include the A30 Temple dualling, the
Newquay distributor road, and the Camborne, Pool and Redruth Link
Road. The estimate of land costs includes: permanent land acquisition;
temporary works areas; special purchase; severance and injurious
affection; disturbance; legal and surveyor fees; and Part 1 claims. The
Roche route does not require the demolition of any properties but may
well blight a small number of existing planning permissions. The
permanent and temporary land take for the proposed road for inclusion in
the BoQ are shown on drawing EDG0717-CSL-HAW-SX198613-DR-D0001.pdf.
Land Valuation
The land along the Roche route is formed of category 3 farmland, some
common land, and areas of china clay mining some of which have been
worked and others where there has as yet been no extraction. Some of
the land has also had deep (and occasionally shallow) mining for metals
including tin, tungsten, iron and silver. The large land owners in the area
retain the mineral rights underneath all the properties, for example,
Tregothnan and Edgecombe estates over the metals and Imerys over the
China Clay reserves. This situation is unlikely to change. Land Registry
data shows there are 50 land title holders on 36 properties that are
directly affected by the road footprint. Tregothnan and Imerys own the
greatest number of titles and an analysis of the route gives the summary
of land ownership as:
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Owner
Imerys
Tregothnan
Cornwall Council
Small land owners

Land ownership
37.8%
31.5%
17.5%
6.4%

Mr Morcom
Highways England

4.6%
2.2%

Comment

mainly highways
Minear, Mead, Hocking, Burrage,
Higgs
Trerank Farm
old A30

1.3.2

The permanent land take is 37ha and existing highway 5.8ha. The
majority of the route runs through land owned by either Tregothnan or
Imerys, both of whom seem to be supportive of the proposed scheme.
The valuation of the land has been set at £10,000 per acre on average for
the permanent land acquisition. And at £100 per acre per annum for
renting the land used in the Temporary Works Area.

1.3.3

The cost of Special Purchase takes into account the potential loss of three
static caravans with associated homeloss payments. In addition there will
be one farm loss payment to be made. An allowance has been made for
twenty five claimants for Severance and Injurious Affection and also for
Disturbance. An estimate of the legal and surveyor fees have also been
included for these twenty five claimants.

1.3.4

The estimated cost of the above is £2.9m at Q1 2017 prices.

1.4
1.4.1

1.5
1.5.1

Common Land Measures
A high level allowance has been made for Common Land at Hensbarrow
Down. The land is owned by Imerys with one local resident claiming
common right over the land. The commons register maintained by
Cornwall Council has been investigated and as yet no record has been
found that corroborates the claim. The last registered commoner (back in
the 1970s) had right of grazing for 20 cattle along with the right to
extract peat and rock from the common. Compensation may be due to
any existing commoners for disturbance etc. If common land is taken for
the scheme then it will need to be replaced elsewhere with equivalent
quality land for the use of the commoners.
Acquisition
The owner of any land taken is to be paid the market value. This will
need to include a value for the effects of value on land which can include
for the loss of trade or disturbance, injurious affection and severance. In
the next stage of the work a Land Agent will be retained to act upon the
behalf of the council in negotiating with land owners.
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1.6
1.6.1

1.7
1.7.1

Compensation claims Part 1 claims Land Compensation Act 1953
The Cornwall Council Estate Services reviewed the design drawings and
have estimated the number of residents likely to be able to make a Part 1
claim. This runs to 217 properties with a potential cost up to £0.86m at
Q1 2017 prices. This includes an allowance for legal costs, administration
costs and the costs of compensation for successful Part 1 claims.
Risk on land costs and Part 1 claims
The costs and likelihood of occurrence have been included in the Risk
assessment and this provides a float should the prices for land increase or
there be more Part 1 claims than originally envisaged.
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2
2.1.1

2.2

WORKS COST PROCESS
The proposed road has been designed, to the requirements of the DMRB,
as a wide single carriageway with 3.75m wide running lanes with a 1m
hard margin. A climbing lane has been provided on the section adjacent
to Stenalees and suitable tie-in to the side roads has been provided. The
design allows for four roundabouts. A 3m wide cycleway runs along one
side for the full length. The layout of the road is shown on the General
Arrangement drawing
EDG0717-CSL-GEN-SX198613-DR-D-0001.pdf.
The cost breakdown is shown in Appendix B.
Series 100 - Preliminaries

2.2.1

At this stage a blunt percentage has been applied to the construction cost
to obtain an estimated value for the preliminary measures. These will
comprise setting up of the main compound to include: offices; mess
rooms; toilets; showers; rent; electricity supply; communications;
cleaning; security container; COSHH; spill kits; fire precautions;
furniture; printers; copiers; admin allowance; supplies; set-up; removal;
temporary fencing (inc. damage allowance); maintenance of compound;
skips; security guards; and site supervision allowance. The linear nature
of this route will potentially require two secondary ‘satellite’ sites to be
set up and maintained.

2.2.2

Further allowance will also be needed for material processing and storage
areas, access tracks and the subsequent landscaping or making good
thereof. The construction may also need the construction of an access
track alongside the proposed road to allow for the movement of soil from
cuttings to processing areas and then onto the road sections where fill
material is required. It is difficult to estimate the cost of such a measure
until negations have been entered into with the land owners.

2.2.3

The estimate of cost for preliminaries has been compared to those of the
A30 Temple Scheme and the Newquay Distributor Road. WSP estimators
considered that the cost is reasonable. A valuation team discussion gave
us reassurance that the rate chosen for the preliminaries percentage
could be used with some confidence. For the next stage a valuation of all
the individual components, following negotiations with land owners etc.,
with the risk allowances clearly understood, is considered best to amend
this percentage. The percentage is applied to the construction costs is
20%. This is not applied to design costs, initial works such as
environmental mitigation or geotechnical investigation or topographical
surveying etc. nor to the indirect costs such as site supervision or the risk
value.
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2.3
2.3.1

2.4

Series 100 – Traffic Management
The assumptions for TM are that the B3274 between Stenalees and
Trezaise will be severed and the traffic diverted via Penwithick or onto the
existing A391 for the duration of the works on the section of the proposed
road between Stenalees Roundabout and Trezaise. The phasing of the
construction works will need to be determined during the next stage of
the work and a TM specialist retained to determine the exact nature and
extent of the TM works required. And to produce an estimated cost. For
the current costing the TM works are assumed to be in the region of 1.5
to 2.5% of the works costs. Vehicle recovery has not been included
within the BoQ.
Series 100 - Supervision

2.4.1

Supervision has also been listed within the BofQ as a separate section to
assist for clarity. We have checked the typical allowance necessary, and
liaised with WSP to understand better the required resources. The value
used for supervision has been set at 10% which gives adequate coverage
once the preliminaries rate of 20% on direct construction costs is
considered.

2.4.2

This decision on the amount of supervision can be rationalised as the
project develops using engineering judgement, after giving consideration
to the likely complexity through a review of the works involved in each
job. At this time 10% will ensure we do not under estimate this part of
the scheme.

2.5
2.5.1

Series 200 – Site Clearance
Rates for general site clearance have been considered. WSP have
suggested a rate of £1500 per hectare. An allowance has also been made
for clearance on the existing highway.
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2.6
2.6.1

2.7
2.7.1

2.8

Series 300 – Fencing
A conservative allowance for fencing has been made where the proposed
road is to be provided with a Cornish hedge along each side of the road
and where any new fencing is required. This is to be provided with an
adjacent post and four rail fence to provide protection from farm animals
until the Cornish hedge is established. The Cornish hedge would be in
keeping with the vernacular in the mediaeval field boundary area adjacent
to Trezaise and Roche but is likely to be unnecessary where the proposed
road crosses the clay waste area. The current cost allowance is likely to
reduce as the road design develops further. The rates for fencing were
provided by WSP and tempered by the experience of Cormac in providing
Cornish Hedge alongside similar schemes in the clay area. The extent of
the Cornish hedge for inclusion in the BoQ are shown on drawing
EDG0717-CSL-HFE-SX198613-DR-D-0001.pdf.
Series 400 – Vehicle Restraint
For the costing estimate an allowance has been made to include VRS
alongside the complete length of one side of the proposed road. This will
give a conservative estimate that should reduce downwards when a full
Road Restraint Risk Assessment Process (RRRAP) is carried out. This will
determine the likely safety barrier needs for the proposed road based on
the existing topographical survey information and road alignment and
junction layout.
Series 500 – Drainage

2.8.1

A detailed drainage design has been completed for the proposed road
alignment. This includes design of the pipe network, gullies, filter drains,
attenuation basins, storage capacity, and rate of release of water. The
drainage system is designed to cope with a 100 year return period with a
40% uplift to allow for the effect of climate change.

2.8.2

Within the various comparator schemes there is a wealth of information
available on drainage costs. The quantities for inclusion in the BoQ are
shown on drawing EDG0717-CSL-HDG-SX198613-DR-D-0001.pdf. Value
engineering may reduce the costs through, for example, replacement of
the filter drains with fin drains. The use of swales to increase water
quality may be an additional cost following advice from the Environment
Agency.
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2.9

Series 600 – Earthworks

2.9.1

Earthworks provide the major cost to the provision of the proposed roads.
Rates have been provided by WSP and corroborated with other sources of
rate data which has been used as a means of comparison and validation.
Design assumptions used in the costing have a large effect on the
earthworks cost. These include: the amount of cut material that can be
processed into acceptable material for use as fill, the effect of poor
ground conditions necessitating removal and replacement; and the
amount of hard excavation to be encountered1. The quantities of cut and
fill along with a traffic light system for geotechnical risk are shown on
drawing DG0717-CSL-HGT-SX198613-DR-D-0001.pdf.

2.9.2

In the earthwork calculations for the BoQ a series of uplift factors are
applied in response to the geotechnical risk. These are shown in Appendix
C. The uplift factors also provide an allowance for uncertainties in
topography.2 As the ground investigations and more detailed
topographical surveys are completed then these values will reduce.
Parametric studies have been carried out on the percentage of cut to be
processed into fill. For the purposes of the BoQ this has been set at 35%.
This is not unreasonable given the uncertainty over the material to be
cut, however, as significant volumes are likely to comprise degraded
granite or Stent (china clay waste) then this may prove conservative and
lead to a reduction in earthwork costs. The assumption on the hard
excavation is that this will comprise 20% of the cut volume. Excavation
in hard material is considerably more expensive than in loose material but
given what we currently know about the local geology then 20% is likely
to be an upper bound value. It is considered appropriate to use the
assumptions given above to provide an estimate for the current design.
This will allow value engineering as better information on the ground
conditions is determined.

2.9.3

The assumed value of 35% of cut material processed into acceptable
material for fill, results in considerable quantities of material for disposal
and the need to import new material. Any increase in the percentage
processed will reduce the earthwork costs. The close proximity of the clay
waste provides opportunity for the procurement of quality aggregates and
disposal of unsuitable material. Value engineering with a focus on
reduction in cut and fill will also provide a cost reduction. This will be
dealt with in the next preliminary design stage.

1

An assumption for poor CBR’s and the need to import some suitable capping material is dealt with in the 700
series.
2
Some limited ground based topographical surveys have been carried out at critical locations alongside
comprehensive UAV surveys. Significant vegetation cover at some locations reduced the quality of the UAV
ground surface model resulting in some uncertainty over the cut volumes.
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2.10
2.10.1

2.11
2.11.1

2.12
2.12.1

2.13
2.13.1

2.14
2.14.1

2.15
2.15.1

Series 700 – Pavements
Conservative assumptions have been used of a low CBR at 3% and no
allowance has been made for the reuse of existing carriageway areas.
The pavement areas and pavement design are detailed on drawing
DG0717-CSL-HPV-SX198613-DR-D-0001.pdf. The proposed road has
been designed to accommodate 14 million standard axles per annum
(msa) and the side roads 10msa. The pavement design report is included
as Appendix D. It is likely that the CBR values will be greater than 3%
and this will reduce the quantity of required capping.
Series 1100 – Series 1100: Kerbs, Footways and Paved Areas
A kerb has been provided alongside the carriageway edge. The cycleway
is also provided with kerbs and an asphalt pavement. Kerb and
pavements are also provided to any traffic islands at junctions.
Series 1200 – Traffic Signs and Road Markings
A nominal allowance has been made for traffic signs, road markings,
bollards and studs.
Series 1300 – Road Lighting Columns and Brackets, CCTV Masts
and Cantilever Masts
An allowance has been made for lighting at the junctions. This may
change depending upon the requirements of the road safety audit. The
area is rural and so lighting may be removed at some of the junctions to
maintain the dark environment. There have been moves towards
providing a darker night sky environment in Cornwall but any reduction in
the amount of lighting would be subject to a road safety audit. The
electrical works are detailed in drawing EDG0717-CSL-HLG-SX198613DR-D-0001 P02.pdf.
Series 1400 – Electrical Work for Road Lighting and Traffic Signs
Cabling, feeder pillars and electrical connection works has been allowed
for to connect streetlights and signage. This will be refined depending
upon the lighting and signage design.
Series 1700 – Structural Concrete
The costings for the underpass joining Pentivale and Reeshill, and the
pedestrian overbridge over the railway at Victoria, have been provided by
the Cormac Structures Department. The costs have been included in the
Series 1700.
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2.16

Series 2700:
Undertakers

Accommodation

Works,

Works

for

Statutory

2.16.1

C2s have been obtained from statutory undertakers for the Roche Route.
Some 84 separate companies or bodies were contacted with 10 returns
from utility providers with services affected. There are a number of major
impacts on utilities to be taken into account.

2.16.2

A high pressure gas main runs across the fields to the south of the C0120
(old A30) and ducted fibre optic cables run along the northern side of the
C0120. At this stage it is assumed that a structural slab will allow the
proposed road to pass over the gas main and that the fibre-optic cables
will not need to be disturbed in their current location – these assumptions
need to be confirmed when the C3s are obtained and by site survey.

2.16.3

High Voltage cables cross the proposed road at a number of locations but
are sufficiently high not too affect the in-service operation. Restrictions on
operations below them during construction will apply. The road passes
close to the transmission towers at a number of locations. The current
alignment shows that the road including earthworks and supporting
structures pass at a sufficient distance that no significant measures will
need to be undertaken to protect the towers and their foundations.
However, if significant savings are possible by realigning the proposed
road then measures to protect or move the towers.

2.16.4

Mains water supplies are to be crossed or diverted close to the covered
water reservoirs at Trezaise and Stenalees. It may be necessary to move
these reservoirs if this allowed significant cost savings by reducing
earthworks during the value engineering stage.

2.16.5

One of the main unknowns are the costs of dealing with the pipework,
powerlines and water supply or drainage for the Imerys operations. Many
of their utilities are obvious, for example, overhead powerlines that will
need raising or realigning. However, there are also many disused or
passive utilities likely to be found along the route between Stenalees and
Trezaise. A close relationship with Imerys will need to developed to
determine which can be removed and which need to be accommodated
for current and future operations. Any pipe or facility that has been
carrying liquid clay will need careful assessment as there may well be
residual low level naturally occurring radioactive materials (NORMs)
contamination. Imerys have the facility to deal with this type of
contamination within their local business.
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2.16.6

2.17

An allowance in the BoQ has been made to deal with the works for
statutory undertakers and the utilities necessary for the Imerys operation.
Allowance has also been included for the smaller utilities on the minor
roads that are crossed by the proposed road.
Series 3000: Landscaping and Ecology

2.17.1

The costings included in the BoQ include an allowance for replacement of
topsoil, seeding and turfing. These areas are shown on drawing EDG0717CSL-ELS-SX198613-DR-D-0001. No allowance has been made for planting
or environmental mitigation measures although these are included in the
quantified risk register. The costs for new Cornish hedges that will form
one of the main components the mitigation are included in the Series
300, along with a 10m land corridor to allow animal migration provided
for in the land purchase cost. Allowance has been made for further land
purchase of small field corners etc. cut off by the proposed road. This will
provide further environmental improvement and screening.

2.17.2

The replacement of topsoil and seeding presumes that this will be needed
for all the temporary and permanent land take areas but this is
conservative and will probably reduce in cost as the exact extent of the
working areas becomes known.

2.17.3

The extent of the required environmental mitigation should become
known following an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA).
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3

DRAWINGS

Drawing Register

EDG0717 St Austell to A30 Link Road

Reference Number

Title

ELS - Landscaping
EDG0717-CSL-ELS-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Landscaping Areas

GEN - Scheme Wide General Info
EDG0717-CSL-GEN-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 General Arrangement

EDG0717-CSL-GEN-SX193616-DR-D-0005

Trekenning Option General Arrangement

GHS - Health and Safety
EDG0717-CSL-GHS-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche option design risk assessment

HAW - Accommodation Works
EDG0717-CSL-HAW-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Land Areas

HDG - Drainage
EDG0717-CSL-HDG-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Drainage Areas

HFE - Fencing
EDG0717-CSL-HFE-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Fencing

HGT - Geotechnical
EDG0717-CSL-HGT-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Earthworks Areas

HLG - Lighting
EDG0717-CSL-HGT-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Lighting

HPV - Pavements
EDG0717-CSL-HPV-SX198613-DR-D-0001
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4

WORKS COST

4.1

Activity Schedule

4.1.1

The total base construction cost is £56,208,466 as per the Activity
Schedule below. For a further breakdown see Appendix C BoQ.

Direct Construction costs - Roche Route
Main Line Works
Series

Cost (£)

100

Preliminaries (including TM)

200

Site Clearance

300

500

Fencing
Safety Fences, Safety Barrier and
Pedestrian Guardrails
Drainage & Service Ducts

600

Earthworks

£15,404,979

700

Pavements

£5,464,154

1100

Kerbs, Footways & Paved Areas

£1,885,623

1200

1700

Traffic Signs & Road Markings
Road
Lighting
Columns
and
Brackets,
CCTV
Masts
and
Cantilever Masts
Electrical Work for Road Lighting and
Traffic Signs
Structural Concrete

2700

Accommodation Works

£2,633,621

3000

Environmental

£1,064,158

400

1300
1400

£8,578,575
£206,500

Subtotal

£4,395,520
£858,000
£8,003,955

£159,000
£53,100
£105,120
£960,000

£49,861,679

Side Roads
C0120/C0070
Other measures

Roche to Trekenning

£593,930

Provisional Items
Improvement of C0120/B3274 (old
A30) to join new road to the Victoria
A30
junction.
Downgrading
of
existing A391, local resigning, traffic
calming in village centres.
Subtotal

£1,105,217

£1,699,147

Indirect Construction Costs
Overheads & Profits

£5,200,770
Total

£56,618,598

Note – rates are based upon Q1 2017 prices
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4.2

Environmental Costs

4.2.1

A high level environmental investigation appraisal (EIA) has been
undertaken as part of the project. This touched on the potential
environmental mitigation measures and costs. The next stage of the work
will include a more detailed EIA and a full appraisal of the mitigation
measures will be carried out.

4.2.2

The following environmental costs and items have be considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2.3

4.3
4.3.1

Translocation of existing highway verge vegetation
Management of existing vegetation.
Reuse of Cornish hedge removed prior to the road construction.
Grading of embankment slopes and cuttings to meet particular
mitigation requirements
Potential land needed for mitigation measures and remedial treatment
thereof
Topsoiling to increased depths (i.e. over and above normal batter
topsoiling) for pasture land or woodland
Native tree and shrub planting
Maintenance of planted areas
Seeding
Bat and otter culverts
Specialist drainage measures (i.e. swales)
Control of invasive species
Preparation of china clay waste areas for to encourage and maintain
populations of ‘red’ species found in the clay area

A number of the items above are already included in the costings but
others cannot be quantified at this stage. An allowance has been made
for the latter in the risk register. The full extent of the required
environmental
mitigation
should
become
known
following
an
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA). And following more detailed
negotiation with the Environment Agency, Natural England and
environmental organisations – see the Stakeholders Report.
Maintenance Costs
The Cornwall Highways Network Manager has provided an approximate
value for the current maintenance costs (from the capital budget and
revenue figures for the Financial Year 2016/17) for this class of road as
approximately £5000 per km per annum. For the Roche Route this works
out as £41,500 per annum.
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4.4

4.4.1

4.5

Recoverable VAT

Discussions between Cornwall Council and the HMRC indicate that the
VAT on this scheme, if it were to be built and adopted by the Council,
would be recoverable by the Council in arrears on a monthly basis. As
such no VAT has been applied to the costs shown in this report.
Inflation

4.5.1

An understanding of inflation assumptions is needed to allow the forecast
spend profile to be adjusted for current predictions of construction
inflation; the rates used in the BoQ are Q1 2017 rates. A prediction is
required on how this baseline estimate will increase to the likely start of
construction in 2020 and beyond to the completion of the site works. To
achieve this, a review has been carried out of readily available market
forecast information. In addition to these resources, Cormac holds a
subscription to the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors information
releases.

4.5.2

The Bank of England inflation report February 2017 predicts the
Consumer Price Index (CPI) as 2.0 % in 2017 rising to 2.8% in 2018
before falling to 2.6% in 2019 and 2.4% in 2020 followed by a gradual
return to 2.0%. The rate of inflation in the infrastructure and construction
sectors is likely to be more volatile than the CPI. In particular the BREXIT
effect following the vote to leave the EU in June 2016 may lead to some
volatility. The RICS UK Market Property Chart Book (October 2016)
indicates that building materials inflation has been negative in 2014 and
2015 but has then risen sharply during 2016. The report states that “the
fall in the value of sterling is adding to cost pressures but that the price of
industrial materials had been on the rise irrespective of the currency
value”. It also shows that there has been a sharp decline in the
infrastructure sector during the first half of 2016. However the RICS Q4
2016: RICS UK Construction Market Survey shows that expectations in
the construction sector are that the ground lost following the EU-vote will
be retraced and that road construction will be one of the fastest growing
infrastructure sub sectors during 2017. Skill shortages continue to be a
key impediment to growth although this has eased somewhat over the
past 5 quarters. Output costs have increased for the past 13 quarters
although the rate of increase is becoming more subdued and input costs
continue to rise. The UKMI market intelligence overview shows some
sharp volatility following the EU-vote but indicates that the Construction
Purchasing Managers Index returned to growth territory by the autumn.
They believe that the Q3 sharp rise in material costs combined with long
term labour shortages will drive up tender prices and levels of
competition.
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4.5.3

A summary of the market surveys is that prices continue to rise with a
sharp rise in Q3 2016 but that the rate of increase eased towards the end
of 2016. As might be expected the predictors of inflation in the sector are
also variable. These predictors are highly subjective but have been
reviewed to obtain an indication of the likely inflation profile to use in the
costing process. The Turner & Townsend indices from the UKMI Market
Intelligence overview of autumn 2016 are that tender inflation will be
4.3% in 2017, 3.9% in 2018, 3.6% in 2019 and 4.0% in 2020. The UK
Tender Price and Building Cost Indices released on 1st January 2017
predict Building cost inflation as 2.4% in 2017 and 2.9% in 2018, with
tender price inflation as 3.6% in 2017 and 1.7% in 2018.
The
Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) publish construction
price and cost indices in the BCIS All-in TPI #101. It predicts that
following the sharp rises in the sector in 2016 there will be a decline into
slight deflation by 2018 before climbing to 3% in 2019, 5.6% in 2020 and
6.25% in 2021. Overall it appears that the more recent the prediction
the lower the predicted rate of inflation over the next few years but
conversely the rate is higher in the longer term.

4.5.4

The Q1 2017 rates are used in the BoQ and then have inflation applied to
them to obtain the tender price at the start of construction. The inflation
profile used in the costing process is based upon the most recent
prediction found in the BCIS All-in TPI #101 as follows:
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

4.5.5

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

1.0%
0.4%
3.0%
5.6%
6.2%

This gives a cumulative % increase of 4.5% by the start of construction in
early 2020 and 17.1% by the end of construction in 2022 and 21.8% by
end of snagging in 2023.

Financial Year
Inflation (%)
Inflation profile (%)
4.5.6

to
to
to
to
to

17/18
1.0
1.00

18/19
0.4
1.40

19/20
3.0
4.45

20/21
5.6
10.29

21/22
6.2
17.13

22/23
4.0
21.82

The following data sources were used:
•
•
•
•

RICS Q4 2016: RICS UK Construction Market Survey (RICS
Economics 2017)
RICS BCIS All-in TPI #101 (updated 03 March 2017)
RICS UK Market Property Chart Book (October 2016)
Economic Overview. UKMI Market Intelligence | Autumn 2016
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•
4.6

UK Tender Price and Building Cost Indices (Jan 2017).
www.costmodelling.co./construction-indices

Risk

4.6.1

The St Austell Link Road Scheme in Cornwall is being developed by
Cormac with a number of parties including WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff,
who are supporting the development of the risk register to accompany
the Business Case Cormac are required to submit to the DfT to apply for
funding. The risk register produced by WSP is detailed in the WSP Report
70030533-002, CORMAC – ST AUSTELL LINK ROAD, PROJECT RISK
WORKSHOP REPORT - QUANTITATIVE COST RISK ASSESSMENT.

4.6.2

QCRA is a method of analysing an organised collection of risk data in
order to understand the effects of uncertainty. Data is collected through a
series of activities which form part of the risk management process, such
as; workshops and interviews, as well as inputs from estimators in order
to create the required inputs. The data is then put through a statistical
modelling algorithm (known as Monte Carlo) in order to simulate the
project and understand the impact of the variables.

4.7

Results

4.7.1

The pre-mitigation graph shows that based on the data provided there is
a wide spread of likely outcomes, with the P10 to P90 range shown in
blue, which is £1,123,036 to £4,777,494. The P80 is £ 4,074,340 which
represents the 80% confidence levels of not exceeding this value. The
risk register indicates mitigation strategies which if implemented will
reduce the risk exposure and impacts and probability, this analysis does
not take this into account in the analysis.

Table 4.6.1a: Summary of Model Outputs

Base
20%
50%
80%
90%

Cost
Confidence
Confidence
Confidence
Confidence

Level
Level
Level
Level

Model
Pre-mitigated
(£)
80,090,736
1,550,423
2,553,262
4,074,340
4,770,494
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Table 4.6.1b: Base Cost plus Risk
Base Cost
Base Cost + P20 risk
Base Cost + P80 risk
£80,090,736
£81,641,159
£84,165,076
Note: the base cost here is the total job cost including inflation.
4.8

Recommendation

4.8.1

For the purpose of supporting the Outline Business Case it is
recommended that the P90 value is used £4,770,494. These figures can
be used to provide the contingency estimate (risk allowance).

4.8.2

Following the completion of the next stage of the project a review should
take place to assess the effectives of the risk management strategies post
mitigation to determine revised probabilities and impacts, the risk model
should then be re-run to see the effect with these updated inputs.

4.8.3

It is recommended that the Risk Register produced from this workshop is
maintained moving forward in the development stage of the project i.e.
implement key risk management strategies.

4.8.4

The sensitivity analysis shows the key risks which are driving the risk
analysis, and implementation of the defined mitigation’s against these key
risks could significantly reduce the project risk exposure.

4.8.5

Regular risk reviews of the implementation of these risk management
strategies would help to build the ‘Risk Management’ culture and
therefore the chance of delivering the Project successfully.

4.9
4.9.1

Estimate Summary Report
The Total Base Construction cost is £56,618,598 as shown in 4.1 above.
To produce a Total Capital Cost Estimate the development costs, risk and
inflation must be taken into account.
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Table 4.7a Total Capital Cost Estimate
Total Base Construction cost

£56,618,598

Project/Design team fees & other development costs
Design team fees
Project Team Fees
Other Project Costs (land
purchase etc)
Total Employer Indirect Costs

12.5%
10%

5361610
4825449
3768065
£ 13,955,123

Risk

£4,770,494

Inflation

£9,517,014

Total Capital cost estimate

£ 84,861,230

Table 4.7b Risk and Inflation added to the Base Cost
Preparation
costs between
OBC and start
of
construction
Base cost
Risk
Inflation
TOTAL

Land
purchase

Construction
costs

TOTAL

£5,361,610

£3,768,065

61,444,047

£70,573,721

£362,423

£254,706

£4,153,365

£4,770,494

£105,942

£491,289

£8,919,784

£9,517,014

£5,829,974

£4,514,060

£74,517,196
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Table 4.7c Inflation applied to the Cost Profile
Financial

17/18

18/19

19/20

total

Year
Preparation

£1.15m
2.29m

2.29m

1.0

0.4

3.0

1.000

1.404

4.446

Inflation
(%)
Inflation
profile (%)
cost inc

£2.31

£2.32

inflation

m

m

£1.20m

Preparation

£5.72m

£5.83m
£105,942

inflation
Financial

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21

21/22

22/23

£0.8m

£0.8m

total

Year
Land

£1.21m

£1.21m

£3.98m

purchase
Inflation

1.0

0.4

3.0

5.6

6.2

4.0

1.00

1.40

4.45

10.29

17.13

21.82

(%)
Inflation
profile (%)
cost inc

£0

£0

£1.26m

£1.33m

£0.94m

£0.98m

£4.51m

inflation (£)

Financial

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21

Land Inflation

£491,289

21/22

total

22/23

Year
Construction
Inflation

£6.56m

£26.24m

£26.24m

£6.56m

1.0

0.4

3.0

5.6

6.2

4.0

1.00

1.40

4.45

10.29

17.13

21.82

£6.85m

£28.94m

£30.73m

£ 65.60m

(%)
Inflation
profile (%)
cost inc

£0

£0

£7.99m

£74.52m

inflation (£)
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Table 4.7d Spend Profile
Funding request and profiling
Financial

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

Total

£2,312,509

£2,321,759

£9,307,590

£30,271,334

£31,676,957

£8,971,081

£84,861,230

Year
Requested
funding
from DfT

4.10

General Notes/Assumptions

•
•
•
•
•

The estimate base date is 1Q2017.
All costs are based on pounds sterling.
The estimate is based on capital construction costs only.
The estimate has an accuracy of +/- 30% in accordance with stage 2 estimates.
The estimate is based on approximate quantities provided by CORMAC design
team.

•

The units of measure are based on the Method of Measurement for Highway
Works.
All rates, prices and allowances are based on information from the WSP/PB inhouse database.
All rates and prices have been adjusted to current values using RCTPI.
A percentage wastage allowance has been included in the rates and/or quantities
where appropriate.
The indirect costs have been assessed on a percentage basis of the direct costs.
The budget cost is based on a 2 year construction programme
We have assumed for potential inflation rises as covered in sections 4.5 and 4.7
above
Risk contingency has been allowed for as detailed in section 4.6 above
The cost estimate is highly sensitive to the amount of cut material that can be
processed into engineering fill. And to the amount of hard excavation
encountered. Initial geotechnical investigation has reduced uncertainty over likely
ground conditions and the effect upon construction. Significant reductions to the
total cost are likely if there is less hard excavation than allowed for and greater
reuse of cut material as fill.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

An allowance for poor ground condition been made based on the percentage of
the route with High and Medium geotechnical risk
We have assumed that 35% of all excavated material will be suitable for re-use
and any excess will deposited on site or close by in the clay area. We have also
assumed that suitable fill will need to be imported to make up where insufficient
suitable processed cut material is available
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Costing Report
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•
•
•
•

An allowance has been made for excavation of hard material at 20% of all cut
material
An allowance has been made for environmental or ecological protection measures
We have assumed that contaminated/hazardous material will be encountered
during the works
Maintenance costs are subject to potential change with time.
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Appendix A

Costing Drawings

These drawings have been submitted individually due to individual size and the 20mb
restriction on attachments to emails.

Drawing Reference Number

Title

ELS - Landscaping
EDG0717-CSL-ELS-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Landscaping Areas

GEN - Scheme Wide General Info
EDG0717-CSL-GEN-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 General Arrangement

EDG0717-CSL-GEN-SX193616-DR-D-0005

Trekenning Option General Arrangement

GHS - Health and Safety
EDG0717-CSL-GHS-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche option design risk assessment

HAW - Accommodation Works
EDG0717-CSL-HAW-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Land Areas

HDG - Drainage
EDG0717-CSL-HDG-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Drainage Areas

HFE - Fencing
EDG0717-CSL-HFE-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Fencing

HGT - Geotechnical
EDG0717-CSL-HGT-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Earthworks Areas

HLG - Lighting
EDG0717-CSL-HGT-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Lighting

HPV - Pavements
EDG0717-CSL-HPV-SX198613-DR-D-0001

Roche Option 1 Pavement Areas

Appendix B

Programme

ID

Task
Mode
1

Task Name

Duration

St Austell Link Road

1820 days Mon 03/04/1 Fri 22/03/24

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Stage 0 & 1 - Feasibility / Project initiation 0 days
Feasibility Design & Assessment
0 days
Business Case - Stage 1
DfT decision on funding for construction
Stage 2 - Preliminary design & Planning

Predecessors

Mon 03/04/17Mon 03/04/17
Thu 20/07/17 Thu 20/07/17 4,3
Mon 03/04/1 Fri 15/02/19
Mon 03/04/1 Fri 15/02/19
Mon 03/04/1 Mon 08/05/1

Appointment of PD (Prep PD
proposal & Client approval)
PD role activities (liaison, client
advice etc)
Prepare / submit F10

15 days

5 days

Mon
03/04/17
Mon
24/04/17
Tue 25/04/17

Prepare designer's risk assessment
Surveys and investigations

5 days
490 days

Tue 02/05/17 Mon 08/05/1711
Mon 03/04/1 Fri 15/02/19

225 days

Mon 03/04/1 Fri 09/02/18

11

Ground investigations

14

1 day

Successors

5

03/04

5,24,47,82,67,39,50,51,52,53,5
156

03/04

Fri 21/04/17 4

10

Mon
9
24/04/17
Mon 01/05/1710

11

Commission GI

25 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 05/05/17 4

16

16

Lead-time

20 days

Mon 08/05/17Fri 02/06/17 15

17

17

Site Surveys

120 days

Mon 05/06/17Fri 17/11/17 16

18

18

GIR preparation

60 days

Mon 20/11/17Fri 09/02/18 17

115,151

Mon
Fri 15/02/19
03/04/17
Mon
Fri 15/02/19
24/04/17
Mon 24/04/17Fri 19/05/17 24

22

Environmental Surveys and
490 days
assessment
CEEQUAL - Whole project award 475 days

20

CEEQUAL Scoping

21

20 days

CEEQUAL Activities & collation 240 days
of deisgn submission evidence
Environmental Screening /
40 days
Scoping
Screening /Scoping Report
15 days

22
23
24

Decision period

25

Mon
Fri 15/02/19 21,154FF
19/03/18
Mon
Fri 26/05/17
03/04/17
Mon 03/04/17Fri 21/04/17 4

185

21,25

25 days

Mon 24/04/17Fri 26/05/17 24

26

Screening / scoping opinion
received
Environmental Surveys

0 days

Fri 26/05/17 Fri 26/05/17 25

28SS+20 days

27

240 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 02/03/18 4

32SS

28

Preparation of EA Report

240 days

Mon 26/06/17Fri 25/05/18 26SS+20 days

30FF,151

29

CEMP & SWMP

140 days

Mon 23/04/1 Fri 02/11/18

26

Prepare Draft Documents for
25 days
planning
Revise and update docs after
25 days
detailed design
240 days
Liaison / consultation with Env
Stat Consultees
Agreements in principal with Env 80 days
Stat Consultees
Topo Survey
85 days

30
31
32
33
34

Mon
Fri 25/05/18 28FF
23/04/18
Mon
Fri 02/11/18 30,88
01/10/18
Mon
Fri 02/03/18 27SS
03/04/17
Mon
Fri 02/03/18 32FF
13/11/17
Mon 03/04/1 Fri 28/07/17

151
33FF
83FF

Commission Topo

25 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 05/05/17

36

36

Lead-time

20 days

Mon 08/05/17Fri 02/06/17 35

37

40 days

Mon 05/06/17Fri 28/07/17 36

151

57 days

Mon
Tue 20/06/17
03/04/17
Mon 03/04/17Fri 28/04/17 4
Mon 01/05/17Mon 01/05/1739
Tue 02/05/17 Mon 29/05/1740
Tue 30/05/17 Mon 12/06/1741
Tue 13/06/17 Tue 13/06/17 42
Wed 14/06/17Tue 20/06/17 43
Mon 03/04/1 Thu 29/03/18

40
41
42
43
44

Site Surveys & Data Processing

37

39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Tender and Appoint ECI (3 quotes
Approach)
Preparation
Issue Tnder invitation / docs
Tender period
Tender evaluation
Award contract
Letters / feedback
Preliminary Design

20 days
1 day
20 days
10 days
1 day
5 days
259 days

46

Utilities

210 days

Mon 03/04/1 Fri 19/01/18

47

C2

25 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 05/05/17 4

48

48

C3

25 days

Mon 18/12/17Fri 19/01/18 47,59FF

87,60,151

160 days

Mon 03/04/1 Fri 10/11/17

Highway design

49
50

Main Alignment & Side roads

160 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4

59,64SS,71SS+100 days

51

Earthworks

160 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4

59

52

Pavement design

160 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4

59

53

Drainage design

160 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4

59

54

Signs & Lines

160 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4

59

55

Lighting design & electrical

160 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4

59

57

Structures Design
Landscape design

160 days
160 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4
Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4

59
59

58

VRS design

160 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 10/11/17 4

59

59

Series Drawing Production

50 days

Mon 13/11/17Fri 19/01/18 58,57,56,55,54,53,52,51,50

60,61,48FF,62

60

Cost estimation

30 days

Mon 22/01/18Fri 02/03/18 59,48

112

61

RSA 1 (audit & deisgn resopnse)

20 days

Mon 22/01/18Fri 16/02/18 59

63,83FF

62

Design Review

15 days

Mon 22/01/18Fri 09/02/18 59

63

63

Design changes from RSA 1 / Design 20 days
Review / Consultation
10 days
NMU Context Report

Fri 02/03/18 Thu 29/03/18 61,62,80

65FF,83FF+10 days

Mon 03/04/17Fri 14/04/17 50SS

65

NMU Audit report

10 days

Fri 16/03/18 Thu 29/03/18 64,63FF

83FF

240 days

Mon 03/04/1 Fri 02/03/18

56

64
65
66

Land

Land Negotiations
240 days
Land referencing, Land plans & Book 60 days
of Reference
20 days
Draft stm of reasons

67
68
69
70

Consultation

Mon 03/04/17Fri 02/03/18 4
Mon
Fri 02/03/18 67FF
11/12/17
Mon 11/12/17Fri 05/01/18 68SS

68FF
69SS
117

139 days

Mon 21/08/1 Thu 01/03/18

40 days

72

15 days

73

Preparation of materials &
organising event
Client review, revisions and
approvals
Place newspaper advert

1 day

Mon
Fri 13/10/17 50SS+100 days
21/08/17
Mon
Fri 03/11/17 71
16/10/17
Mon 06/11/17Mon 06/11/1772

74

Advert run in paper

10 days

Tue 07/11/17 Mon 20/11/1773

75

75

Erect site notices

1 day

Tue 21/11/17 Tue 21/11/17 74

76

76

10 days

77

Print and collate information
package
Mail out consultation package

Wed
Tue 05/12/17 75
22/11/17
Wed 06/12/17Wed 06/12/1776

78

78

Consultation event

1 day

Thu 07/12/17 Thu 07/12/17 77

79

79

Consultation period

30 days

Fri 08/12/17 Thu 18/01/18 78

80

Consultation Report

30 days

Fri 19/01/18 Thu 01/03/18 79

83FF,63

310 days

Mon 03/04/1 Fri 08/06/18
Mon 03/04/17Fri 28/04/17 4

71
72

80
81

Planning

1 day

82

Pre application Advice

20 days

83

Planning application preparation
(application form, D&A stm, TA,
Consultation Report, Draft
CEMP/SWMP, Flood risk & dwgs)
Planning application Submitted

60 days

84
85
86

Planning decision period
Stage 2B - Detailed Design

73
74

77

83

Fri 19/01/18 Thu 12/04/18 82,80FF,33FF,65FF,61FF,63FF+10
days

84

1 day

Fri 13/04/18 Fri 13/04/18 83

85,87,89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,

40 days
460 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 08/06/18 84
Mon 16/04/1 Fri 17/01/20

110

87

C4

35 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 01/06/18 48,84

151,112

88

Detailed design

120 days

Mon 16/04/1 Fri 28/09/18

109FF+10 days,31

89

Series 100

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111,117SS

90

Series 200

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

91

Series 300

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

92

Series 400

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

93

Series 500

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

94

Series 600

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

95

Series 700

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

96

Series 1100

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

97

Series 1200

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

98

Series 1300

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

99

Series 1400

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

100

Series 1700

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

101

Series 1800

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

102

Series 1900

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

103

Series 2000

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

104

Series 2100

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

105

Series 2400

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

106

Series 2500

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

107

Series 2700

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

108

Series 3000

120 days

Mon 16/04/18Fri 28/09/18 84

111

109

Departures Report & Approvals period

40 days

Mon 20/08/18Fri 12/10/18 88FF+10 days

151

110

Address planning conditions

20 days

Mon 11/06/18Fri 06/07/18 85

111,126

111

Series Drawing production

50 days

Mon 01/10/18Fri 07/12/18 89,90,91,92,93,94,95,96,97,98,99,1 113,151,156,112

112

Cost Estimation Review / Update

20 days

Mon 10/12/18Fri 04/01/19 60,87,111

113

RSA 2 (Audit & Response)

20 days

Mon 10/12/18Fri 04/01/19 111

114

Design / Dwgs revisions from RSA

20 days

Mon 07/01/19Fri 01/02/19 113

151,152FF,153FF,115FF

115

GDR preparation

60 days

Mon 12/11/18Fri 01/02/19 18,114FF

151

116

CPO

115 days

Mon 16/04/1 Fri 21/09/18

125

Mainline, Side Road and Stopping Up
Orders / ROW
Public Inquiry

100 days
225 days

Mon
Fri 23/11/18
09/07/18
Mon 26/11/1 Fri 04/10/19

75 days

Mon 07/10/1 Fri 17/01/20

281 days

Mon 10/12/1 Mon 06/01/2

132
142
149
150

Land Entry
Stage 3 - Tender and Contract
Construction Package

50 days

Mon 10/12/1 Fri 15/02/19

114

151

Collate site information & Reports

5 days

Mon 04/02/19Fri 08/02/19 111,109,115,114,48,87,18,28,31,37 154

152

Specification Document

40 days

Mon 10/12/18Fri 01/02/19 114FF

154

153

Preconstruction Information Document 20 days

154

154

Draft package Collated, checked and
5 days
issued
Tender and appoint contractor - Client
227 days
Activity
30 days
Preparation
37 days
OJUE Notice
25 days
Issue PQQs & Assessment
1 day
Invitation to Tender
40 days
Tender period
15 days
Tender evaluation & report
Award contract (Inc 10 Day standstill) 11 days
OJUE award notice
1 day
Full business Case submission
60 days

Mon
Fri 01/02/19 114FF
07/01/19
Mon
Fri 15/02/19 151,152,153
11/02/19
Mon
Tue 22/10/19
10/12/18
Mon 10/12/18Fri 18/01/19 5,111
Mon 21/01/19Tue 12/03/19 156
Wed 13/03/19Tue 16/04/19 157
Wed 17/04/19Wed 17/04/19158,154
Thu 18/04/19 Wed 12/06/19159
Thu 13/06/19 Wed 03/07/19160
Mon 07/10/19Mon 21/10/19161,141
Tue 22/10/19 Tue 22/10/19 162
Tue 20/08/19 Mon 11/11/19162FF+15 days

40 days
659 days

Tue 12/11/19 Mon 06/01/20164
Tue 22/10/19 Fri 29/04/22

173

184 days

Tue 22/10/19 Fri 03/07/20

155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166

Final DfT Funding Decision Period
Stage 4 - Construction

167

Pre-Construction

168

60 days
Road space booking
60 days
TM Design & Phasing
60 days
TTRO Applications
CEMP/SWMP completion & Approval 40 days
Construction H&S plan preparation
20 days
Advance enabling works - Env
120 days
mitigation
Works
570 days

169
170
171
172
173
174

Tue 22/10/19 Mon 13/01/20162
Tue 22/10/19 Mon 13/01/20162
Tue 22/10/19 Mon 13/01/20162
Tue 22/10/19 Mon 16/12/19162
Tue 22/10/19 Mon 18/11/19162
Mon
Fri 03/07/20 162,165,147,148
20/01/20
Mon 24/02/2 Fri 29/04/22

159,22FF

157
158
159
160
161
162
163,168,169,170,171,172,173,1
165

175
175
175
175
175
175SS+25 days

Mobilisation
Construction Period
Construction Support

40 days
480 days
480 days

Mon 24/02/20Fri 17/04/20 173SS+25 days,168,169,170,171,17 176
177SS,178SS,179SS,181,186,18
Mon 20/04/20Fri 18/02/22 175
Mon 20/04/20Fri 18/02/22 176SS

CEEQUAL - construction contribution
activities
Supervision
RSA3

480 days
480 days
20 days

Mon
Fri 18/02/22 176SS
20/04/20
Mon 20/04/20Fri 18/02/22 176SS
Mon 21/02/22Fri 18/03/22 176

182

Demobilisation
Preparation of H&S Files

20 days
40 days

Mon 21/02/22Fri 18/03/22 176
Mon 21/02/22Fri 15/04/22 176

189

183

As Built Drawing production

50 days

Mon 21/02/22Fri 29/04/22 176

189

545 days

Mon 21/02/2 Fri 22/03/24

175
176
177
178
179
180
181

184

Stage 5 - Closure (Scheme Completion )

185

189

185

Finalise CEEQUAL Submission

20 days

Mon 21/02/22Fri 18/03/22 178,22

189

186

Defects Rectification period
Final Inspection
Latent Defects Period
Post Project Review
RSA4

260 days
5 days
260 days
5 days
20 days

Mon 21/02/22Fri 17/02/23 176
Mon 20/02/23Fri 24/02/23 186
Mon 27/02/23Fri 23/02/24 187
Mon 02/05/22Fri 06/05/22 180,182,185,183
Mon 26/02/24Fri 22/03/24 188

187
188
190

187
188
189
190
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Appendix C

Costing Summary BoQ

Estimate Summary Report - Roche Route
Direct Construction costs - Roche Route
Series SHW
Cost (£)
200
£206,500
300
£4,395,520
400
£858,000
500
£8,003,955
600
£15,404,979 35% of cut processed into fill & 20% excavation in hard material
700
£5,464,154
1100
£1,885,623
1200
£159,000
1300
£53,100
1400
£105,120
1700
£960,000
2700
£2,633,621
3000
£1,064,158
Roche to Trekenning
£593,930
omplementary measure
£1,105,217
Total Direct Costs
£ 42,892,877
Indirect Construction costs
Preliminaries
Overheads & Profits
Total Indirect Construction Costs

20%
12%

Total Base Construction Costs

8578575 Inc site offices, servicing of offices, vehicles, elec, water, drainage, land rental, provision of compounds, Traffic management, site consumables, storage areas & buildings, heating, lighting of sites
5147145
£ 13,725,721
£ 56,618,598

£ 61,444,047 (counting design team fees as a Direct Cost)

Project/Design team fees & other development costs
Design team fees
12.5%
5361610 Inc design team, design drawings, Site investigation (GI), topographical surveys, public consultations, legal fees, DCO (or public inquiry), contract documents including spec, Environmental surveys, archaelogi
Project Team Fees
10%
4825449 Site supervision (project management), Council project team costs during construction
Other Project Costs
3768065
Land purchase & CPO & compensation costs
Total Employer Indirect Costs
£ 13,955,123
Point Estimate

£ 70,573,721

Risk

£4,770,494

P90 - 90% confidence level from the risk register analysis.

Inflation

£9,517,014

4.5% by start of construction and 17.1% by the end of construction

Total Capital cost estimate

£ 84,861,230
84861230 (a check sum)

1. Scheme cost
(£000s)

costs (between
OBC and start
of
Land purchase
construction)

Construction
costs

TOTAL

Base cost

£

5,361,610

£

3,768,065

£

£

70,573,721

Risk

£

362,423

£

254,706

£

4,153,365 £

4,770,494

Inflation

£

105,942

£

491,289

£

8,919,784 £

9,517,014

TOTAL

£

5,829,974

£

4,514,060

£

61,444,047

74,517,196

£ 84,861,230
£ 84,861,230 (a check sum)

Financial Year
17/18
18/19
19/20
total
Preparation
£
2,289,613 £
2,289,613 £
1,144,806 £
5,724,032
Inflation (%)
1.0
0.4
3.0
Inflation profile (%)
1.000
1.404
4.446
cost inc inflation (£)
£2,312,509
£2,321,759
£1,195,706
£5,829,974
Preparation inflat
Financial Year
17/18
Land purchase
Inflation (%)
Inflation profile (%)
cost inc inflation (£)

18/19
1.0
1.00
£0

0.4
1.40
£0

£105,942

19/20
20/21
21/22
22/23
total
£
1,206,831 £
1,206,831 £
804,554 £
804,554 £
4,022,771
3.0
5.6
6.2
4.0
4.45
10.29
17.13
21.82
£1,260,488
£1,331,074
£942,401
£980,097
£4,514,060
Land Inflatio

Financial Year
17/18
Construction
Inflation (%)
Inflation profile (%)
cost inc inflation (£)

18/19
1.0
1.00
£0

0.4
1.40
£0

19/20
20/21
21/22
22/23
total
£
6,559,741 £ 26,238,965 £ 26,238,965 £ 6,559,741 £ 65,597,412
3.0
5.6
6.2
4.0
4.45
10.29
17.13
21.82
£6,851,395
£28,940,260
£30,734,556
£7,990,985
£74,517,196
Construction
Total Inflatio

2. Funding request and profiling (£000s)
Financial Year
2017/18
Requested funding from
DfT
LA contribution (separate

2018/19

£491,289

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

2022/23

£8,919,784
£9,517,014 (Preparation & Land & Construction inflation)

Total

£2,312,509

£2,321,759

£9,307,590

£30,271,334

£31,676,957

£8,971,081

£84,861,230

£2,312,509

£2,321,759

£9,307,590

£30,271,334

£31,676,957

£8,971,081

£84,861,230

line for each LA)

Third Party contribution
(separate line for each body)

Total

approx 12.63% of the point estimate & risk value

Cost Breakdown: A30 to St Austell Link Road - Bugle -Goonbarrow Option 1

Total £

Series 200: Site Clearance
General site clearance
Take up or down and remove to tip off Site 10m tubular steel street lighting column including posts
Take up or down and remove to tip off Site road stud (Socketed)

135
14
200

ha
no
no

£
£
£

£

206,500.00

1,500.00 £
200.00 £
6.00 £

202,500.00
2,800.00
1,200.00

Series 300: Fencing
Temporary fencing Type 1 (HCD H1)
Cornish Hedge; as CC Standard Drawing 70/34
Four rail fencing 1400mm high with timber posts (HCD H3)

£ 4,395,520.00
32320
16160
32320

m
m
m

£
£
£

10.00 £
323,200.00
182.00 £ 2,941,120.00
35.00 £ 1,131,200.00

Series 400: Safety Fences, Safety Barriers and Pedestrian Guardrails
Safety barrier containment performance class N2 working width class W2 designed to be impacted on one side only straight or curved exceeding 120 metres radius
Transition from containment performance class N2 working width class W3 to parapet/guardrail designed to be impacted on one side only
Terminal section lateral displacement zone class D.1.1 performance class P1 designed to be impacted on both sides
Terminal section lateral displacement zone class D.1.2 performance class P1 designed to be impacted on both sides
Terminal section lateral displacement zone class D.1.3 performance class P1 designed to be impacted on both sides
Terminal section lateral displacement zone class D.1.4 performance class P1 designed to be impacted on both sides
Pedestrian guardrail Class 2 Type 1 P1 - 1.0m high
av cost from high level pricing £132/m for 100% of road length on one side as an estimate
Series 500: Drainage and Service Ducts
225mm internal diameter surface water drain in type bed and surround trench depth to invert not exceeding 2 metres average depth to invert 1.500 metres
300mm internal diameter surface water drain in type bed and surround trench depth to invert not exceeding 2 metres average depth to invert 1.500 metres
375mm internal diameter surface water drain in type bed and surround trench depth to invert not exceeding 2 metres average depth to invert 1.500 metres
450mm internal diameter surface water drain in type bed and surround trench depth to invert not exceeding 2 metres average depth to invert 1.600 metres
525mm internal diameter surface water drain in type bed and surround trench depth to invert not exceeding 2 metres average depth to invert 1.325 metres
Headwall ref CC Type standard detail 5/3 type C to pipe upto 300mm internal diameter
Headwall ref CC Type standard detail 5/3 type D to pipe upto 300mm internal diameter
Headwall ref CC Type standard detail 5/4 type E to pipe upto 525mm internal diameter
Headwall ref CC Type standard detail 5/4 type F to pipe upto 525mm internal diameter
225mm diameter filter drain pipe in trench not exceeding 2 metres depth
300mm diameter filter drain pipe in trench not exceeding 2 metres depth
375mm diameter filter drain pipe in trench not exceeding 2 metres depth
450mm diameter filter drain pipe in trench not exceeding 2 metres depth
525mm diameter filter drain pipe in french not exceeding 2 metres depth
Chamber specified design group Type 7 diameter 1050mm with class with cover and frame type C
Chamber specified design group Type 7 diameter 1200mm with class with cover and frame type C
Chamber specified design group Type 7 diameter 1350mm with class with cover and frame type C
Chamber specified design group Type 7 diameter 1500mm with class with cover and frame type C
Precast concrete trapped gulley with Class D400 grating and frame
Culvert (2.4m wide X 1.8m hight including mammal shelf)
Attenuation storage (reinforced concrete)

£

6500

m
no
no
no
no
no
m
m

£

2850
1264
593
1980
20
7
8
7
1
3165
1059
1128
773
41
166
15
75
3
373
207
5388

m
m
m
m
m
no
no
no
no
m
m
m
m
m
no
no
no
no
no
m
m³

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
132.00 £
858,000.00
£ 8,003,955.00
105.00
117.00
128.00
151.00
165.00
1,800.00
1,800.00
1,800.00
1,800.00
100.00
105.00
116.00
134.00
142.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
782.00
13,000.00
575.00

Series 600: Earthworks
Excavation of acceptable material excluding Class 5A in cutting and other excavation
Extra over excavation for excavation in Hard Material
Desposition of acceptable material in embankments
Disposal of acceptable material (5 km haul)
Imported acceptable material in fill to embankments
Excavation of topsoil 5A at 0.15m deep
compaction of fill
Preparation of formation below capping/sub-base

430958
61834
300232
200961
115326
191767.5
223535
89932

m³
m³
m³
m³
m³
m³
m³
m2

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

5.50
26.25
5.50
26.25
21.00
5.50
2.50

£

84932
5395.92
15221
2283.15
5327.35
76230
32017

m²
m³
m²
m³
m³
m²
m³

12
14.5
17.5
65
65
20
65

£ 1,019,184.00
£
78,240.84
£
266,367.50
£
148,404.75
£
346,277.75
£ 1,524,600.00
£ 2,081,079.00
£ 1,885,622.88

6700
6700
3015
10050
10050
1106
251

m
m
m³
m²
m²
m³
m³

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

95.00
20.00
65.00
14.50
75.00
14.50
14.50

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

636,500.00
134,000.00
195,975.00
145,725.00
753,750.00
16,029.75
3,643.13

£

159,000.00

1
1
1
1

item
item
item
item

£
£
£
£

£
£
£
£

70,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00
14,000.00

£

53,100.00

900.00 £

53,100.00

£

105,120.00

30.00 £
800.00 £
80.00 £

90,000.00
8,000.00
7,120.00

£

960,000.00

610,000.00 £
350,000.00 £

610,000.00
350,000.00

70,000.00
25,000.00
50,000.00
14,000.00

Series 1300: Road Lighting Columns and Brackets, CCTV Masts and Cantilever Masts
10m tublar steel street light column with LED lantern

59

no

£

Series 1400: Electrical Work for Road Lighting and Traffic Signs
allowance for cabling laying works based on 40m spacing
Allowance for street lighting feeder pillar
Allowance for Streetlight column electrical connection works & traffic signs

3000
10
89

m
no
no

£
£
£

Series 1700: Structural Concrete
Pedestrian underpass 3.3m wide X 45m Long
Pedestrian Footbridge

1
1

item
item

£
£

Series 2700: Accommodation Works, Works for Statutory Undertakers
Allowance for works for Statutory Undertakers

£ 2,633,621.15
1

sum

£ 2,633,621.15

Series 3000: Landscaping and Ecology
Allowance for soils to surface sloping
Allowance for seeding and turfing
Allowance for planting
Allowance for special Ecological measures
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

449,660.00

£ 5,464,153.84

Series 1200: Traffic Signs and Road Markings
Allowance for Traffic Signs
Allowance for Road Markings
Allowance for Road Bollards
Allowance for Road Studs

£ 2,370,269.00
£ 1,623,142.50
£ 1,651,276.00
£ 5,275,226.25
£ 2,421,846.00
£ 1,054,721.25
£
558,837.50

5.00 £

Series 1100: Kerbs, Footways and Paved Areas
Granite kerbs laid straight or curved over 15 metre radius
Precast concrete edgings laid straight or curved over 15 metre radius
Type 1 unbound mixture sub-base to Clause 803, 150 mm thick in footway
Dense asphalt concrete material reference AC20 with 20 mm aggregate bindercourse 60mm thick in carriageway hardshoulder and hardstrip
65mm concrete blocks setts on 30mm natrual sand bed
110mm AC20 dense binder course 100/150 (PD6691 Annex B)
25mm AC6 dense surface 100/150 (PD 6691 Annex B)

£
299,250.00
£
147,888.00
£
75,904.00
£
298,980.00
£
3,300.00
£
12,600.00
£
14,400.00
£
12,600.00
£
1,800.00
£
316,500.00
£
111,195.00
£
130,848.00
£
103,582.00
£
5,822.00
£
249,000.00
£
22,500.00
£
112,500.00
£
4,500.00
£
291,686.00
£ 2,691,000.00
£ 3,098,100.00
£ 15,404,978.50

Series 700: Pavements
Stone mastic asphalt [SMA 14 surf 100/150] surface course 40 mm thick in carriageway
Dense asphalt concrete [AC 20 dense bin 100/150] binder course 60 mm thick in carriageway
Dense asphalt concrete material reference AC35 with 32 mm aggregate base 150mm thick in carriageway hardshoulder and hardstrip
Type 1 unbound mixture sub-base to Clause 803, 150 mm thick in carriageway
350mm Capping below sub-base
Dense asphalt concrete material reference AC35 with 32 mm aggregate base 180mm thick in carriageway hardshoulder and hardstrip
Type 1 unbound mixture sub-base to Clause 803, 420 mm thick in carriageway

858,000.00

£ 2,633,621.15

£ 1,064,157.60
1330197
1330197
1

m²
m²
m²
m²

£
£

0.30 £
0.50 £
£
£

399,059.10
665,098.50
-

£ 41,193,728.97

Roche Earthwork Volumes

Low risk = 20%
Medium risk = 40%
High risk = 60%

Accounting for poor ground conditions

600 Series

Quantity

Excavation of acceptable material excluding Class 5A in cutting and other excavation
(original cut volume 309170 m3)
Section 1
Section 2

Section 3
Section 4
Section 5

Extra over excavation for excavation in Hard Material

Desposition of acceptable material in embankments
(original fill volume 223535m3)

Section 1
Section 2

Section 3
Section 4
Section 5

proportion
of section

4145
167680
167680
167680
95885
95885
35760
5700

1
0.36
0.53
0.11
0.05
0.95
1
1

309170

0.2

21585
194285
194285
194285
1040
1040
925
5700

1
0.36
0.53
0.11
0.05
0.95
1
1

risk
category

low
low
med
high
low
med
high
high

1

low
low
med
high
low
med
high
high

Risk
Multiplier

Equivalent
Volume

1.2
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.6
Total =

4974
72438
124419
29512
5753
127527
57216
9120
430958

m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

1

61834

m3

1.2
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.6

25902
83931
144159
34194
62
1383
1480
9120

Total =

300232

m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3
m3

Disposal of acceptable material (5 km haul)

207143.9

Imported acceptable material in fill to embankments

121508.9

Excavation of topsoil 5A at 0.15m deep

191768

Compaction of fill

223535

Preparation of formation below capping/sub-base
Note: Sections 1 to 5 are shown on the drawing EDG0717-CSL-HGT-SX198613-DR-D-000

Unit

89,932

m3
m3
m3
m3
m2

Assumed at 20% of original volume calculation

Assume 67% of cut cannot be processed into acceptable fill
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1.0 Introduction
The Engineering Design Group at CORMAC Solutions Ltd is currently undertaking a
feasibility study into a strategic single carriageway link between St Austell and the A30.
The current study proposes two options. The first option is a 5.9km single carriageway
of national speed limit to the west of Roche. The second option is a 4.9km single
carriageway of national speed limit to the west of Bugle.
The Roche option has one fixed design option. The second option to the west of Bugle
currently has two potential options which are being investigated.
Cornwall Council are expected to select a preferred route to take forward to detailed
design in early 2017.
In the absence of detailed traffic modelling data, this technical note covers the concept
of the pavement design and assumptions made for design traffic (T) which has then
been used as the basis for initial estimation of scheme construction cost.

6

2.0 Pavement Design- Cornwall Council
2.1 Cornwall Council Highway Network
It is expected that the scheme, whichever is progressed, and subsequent new sections
of carriageway will be fully adopted by Cornwall Council on completion.

2.2 Design Standards
7

Pavement design specification for the Cornwall Council network has been taken from the
following documentation:
-Highway Construction Details (April 2013)
-Construction Specification (May 2014)
-Polished Stone Values (PSVs) for Surface Treatments
In Table 2.2.1 ‘Road Types and Classifications’ of Cornwall Council’s ‘Construction
Specification’ the road type for pavement construction standard detail is linked to Road
Categories defined within the New Roads and Street Works Act 1991
Standard details for new pavement construction in accordance with Cornwall Council’s
specification are as follows:
NRSWA

Cornwall Council Std

Traffic Capacity in Accordance with

Designation

Drawing No.

NRSWA 1991

Type 2

7/100

Roads carrying over 2.5 to 10 msa

Type 3 & 4

7/101

Roads carrying over 0.5 to 2.5 msa

Type 4 Modular

7/102 (Modular)

Roads carrying up to 0.5 msa

Table 2.2.1- Traffic capacity and pavement standard details- Cornwall Council
Where the predicted traffic flows for the required design life are in excess of 10 msa,
pavement design for new sections of carriageway will be carried out following the
standards outlined in the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.
It has been assumed that all new pavements will be designed to a minimum life of 40
years and that overlay of existing pavements, where applicable, will be in accordance
with Cornwall Council’s latest deflectograph information and maintenance regime and
upgraded to a minimum design life of 20 years.

2.3 Existing Pavement Data
8

As the scheme is at feasibility stage there has been no survey work carried out for
existing pavement and it is unknown at this point whether it is practicable to overlay
areas of existing pavement. No overlay design has been carried out and it is assumed
that all sections of proposed carriageway will be new construction.

2.4 Traffic Assessment
9

2.4.1 Traffic data
Final traffic modelling information at this stage is not available. A conservative estimate
for AADF has been taken from recent traffic counts located to the south of both
proposed routes and immediately to the north of the A391 Carluddon by-pass. This
estimate has then been used as the basis of determining the total daily flow (cv/d) at
design opening
2.4.2 Route Option 1 and 2 Design
From conservative traffic estimate, the AADF for OGV1+PSV at scheme opening has
been determined as 130. OGV2 at scheme opening has been determined as 110. With a
design life of 40 years this gives a Design Traffic (T) of 14 msa as shown in table 2.4.1
below.
MSA Design Chart 2006:

Commercial vehicle
class or category

AADF (F)

Growth
Wear
Factor (G) Factor (W*)

Either by class
Buses & Coaches
2 axle rigid
3 axle rigid
3 axle rigid articulated
4 axle rigid
4 axle rigid articulated
3 & 4 axle rigid articulated
5 axle rigid articulated
6 axle rigid articulated

Weighted Annual
Traffic (by class or by
category)

0
0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0

Or by category

10

OGV1 + PSV

130

1.19

1

0.0564655

OGV2

110

1.67

4.4

0.2950222

Total daily flow (cv/d)

240

Total weighted annual
traffic

0.3514877

Percentage of vehicles in
heaviest traffic lane (P) %
(Fig 2.5)

97%

Design Period (Y)
Design Traffic (T) (msa)

40
13.63772276

Table 2.4.1- Design traffic calculation for Option 1 Roche Route and Option 2 Bugle
Route

2.5 Pavement Construction
2.5.1 Route Options 1 and 2
Pavement design, in line with HD 24/06, shows that the design traffic for both route
options 1 and 2 is 14msa. In accordance with Table 2.2.1 and Cornwall Council
Construction Specification, this takes the design traffic beyond NRSWA category Type 2
and beyond the standard specification shown in Cornwall Council’s standard detail
7/100.
Pavement design for new construction of the proposed carriageways has therefore been
undertaken in line with HD 26/06. The foundation class for the pavement construction
has been selected as a restricted design, class 2, in accordance with IAN 73/06. In the
absence of any geotechnical survey information and CBRs the most conservative
subgrade CBR of 2.5% has been selected, giving a sub-base depth of 450mm.
Based on a Design Traffic of 14 msa and in accordance with Figure 2.1 of HD 26/06 a
total asphalt thickness of 280mm is required for HDM50 (HDM 40/60). It is therefore
proposed that the pavement design for both route option 1 and option 2 is as follows:
40mm SMA 14 100/150, 60mm AC 20 HDM bin 40/60 des (cl.929), 180mm AC32 HDM
base 40/60 des (cl.929).

11

2.6 Polished Stone Value (PSV) of Surface Material
The PSV of the surfacing material has not yet been determined but will be designed in
accordance with HD 36/06 and Cornwall Council’s document ‘Polished Stone Values for
Surface Treatments.’
For pricing purposes a PSV value of 68+ has been assumed for the route.

12

3.0 Conclusion
This technical note will be used as a basis for costing the pavement designs for both
route options. This note will be further developed during the design process once a
route option has been confirmed and further investigation and design information
becomes available.
This pavement note will be used as a basis for agreeing the pavement specification for
the proposed design with Cornwall Council.

13
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The St Austell Link Road Scheme in Cornwall is being developed by Cormac with a number of
parties including WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff, who are supporting the development of the risk
register to accompany the Busies Case Cormac are required to submit to the DfT to apply for
funding.
QCRA is a method of analysing an organised collection of risk data in order to understand the
effects of uncertainty. Data is collected through a series of activities which form part of the risk
management process, such as; workshops and interviews, as well as inputs from estimators in
order to create the required inputs. The data is then put through a statistical modelling algorithm
(known as Monte Carlo) in order to simulate the project and understand the impact of the
variables.

RESULTS
The pre-mitigation graph shows that based on the data provided there is a wide spread of likely
outcomes, with the P10 to P90 range shown in blue, which is £1,123,036 to £4,777,494. The P90
is £ 4,770,494 which represents the 90% confidence levels of the cost of risk not exceeding this
value. The risk register indicates mitigation strategies which if implemented will reduce the risk
exposure and impacts and probability, this analysis does not take this into account in the analysis.
Table 1: Summary of Model Outputs
Model
Pre-mitigated (£)
Base Cost
20% Confidence Level
50% Confidence Level
80% Confidence Level
90% Confidence Level

80,090,736
1,550,423
2,553,262
4,074,340
4,770,494

Table 2: Base Cost plus Risk

Base Cost

Base Cost + P20 risk

Base Cost + P90 risk

80,090,736

81,641,159

84,861,230

RECOMMENDATIONS
For the purpose of supporting the Outline Business Case it is recommended that the P90 value is
used £4,770,494. These figures can be used to provide the contingency estimate (risk allowance).
Following the completion of the next stage of the project a review should take place to assess the
effectives of the risk management strategies post mitigation to determine revised probabilities and
impacts, the risk model should then be re-run to see the effect with these updated inputs.
It is recommended that the Risk Register produced from this workshop is maintained moving
forward in the development stage of the project i.e. implement key risk management strategies.
The sensitivity analysis shows the key risks which are driving the risk analysis, and
implementation of the defined mitigation’s against these key risks could significantly reduce the
project risk exposure.
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2
Regular risk reviews of the implementation of these risk management strategies would help to
build the ‘Risk Management’ culture and therefore the chance of delivering the Project
successfully.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
OVERVIEW AND CONTEXT
There has been a long held aspiration to create a strategic link road between St Austell and the
A30, as St Austell is Cornwall’s only large town not currently served by an adequate route from
the A30. The A391 continues to be seen as the major block to the economic growth for the St
Austell area. With the Carluddon A391 road improvement recently completed, improvements to
the A30 at Temple, further investment in the Newquay Enterprise Zone and regeneration
improvements in the St Austell and the China Clay Area there is likely to be increased pressure
on the existing routes, renewing focus on this strategic route.
Local concerns include the level of traffic routing through the villages, particularly HGVs, and the
impact of this along with future housing growth. Resident’s concerns are around congestion, air
quality and the pedestrian environment for vulnerable users.
Only limited improvements can be made to the existing A391 through the villages of Bugle and
Stenalees or to the B3274 through Roche. Both of the existing routes have their drawbacks. The
A391 trunk road is the main road connecting St Austell with the A30. Consequently, the villages
suffer from a high volume of traffic and HGVs, and a poor collision history. The existing route
through Roche has many narrow sections along its length, coupled with sharp bends and steep
gradients. The B3274 is a heavily trafficked road being used not only by cars but also HGVs
generated by the nearby clay quarry and aggregate production. As a result there have been 182
collisions in and along the road.
The Options Appraisal process identified the Roche Route as the most suitable strategic link
between the A30 and St Austell. When constructed this will improve safety, improve journey time
reliability, reduce delays and congestion, minimise impacts of air quality and noise in the local
villages and bring benefits for the local economy.
As with any project there are risks, CORMAC along with its advsiers have identifed a number of
risks assoctaed with this route and have condcted this Quntifed Cost Risk Analysis (QCRA) using
this risk data to determine the level of risk that shoud be allowed for the prject. The QCRA has
been carried to support the Outline Business Case for the St Austell link road scheme based on
the Roche Route Option.
To provide the data for the QCRA A risk workshop was undertaken over two days on the 15th and
16th Februray 2017 with members of the CORMAC team facilited by WSP.
The objective of the Workshop was to:
1. Establish the Risk Management ‘context and objectives’ that are applicable for the project
2. Produce the risk register with clear risk descriptions, ownerships , mitigations, probability
of occurrence and 3 point estimates of the associated impacts
3. Discuss and describe potential mitigations and understand what mitigations can be
carried out to ensure the project objectives can be fully achieved.
4. Produce a risk model to understand the contingency level required and key risk drivers, at
the pre-mitigation position.
5. Establish the risk process methodology to ensure the project continues Risk Management
moving forward as depicted in the updated Risk Management Plan.
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The Risk Management objectives were discussed at the start of the workshop.
Previous risk registers for the project were utilised along with risk registers from similar projects to
act as aide memoirs to generate specific risks for the project.
The project Risk Register matrix was calibrated by the team based on the current scope of works.
This ensured that the team was in agreement about what a ‘high’ risk means, and also enabled a
‘Quantitative Risk Model’ to be produced based on the qualitative assessment.

QUANTITATIVE COST RISK ASSESSMENT (QCRA)
QCRA is a method of analysing an organised collection of risk data in order to understand the
effects of uncertainty. Data is collected through a series of activities which form part of the risk
management process, such as; workshops and interviews, as well as inputs from estimators in
order to create the required inputs. The data is then put through a statistical modelling algorithm
(known as Monte Carlo) in order to simulate the project and understand the impact of the
variables.
This requires two key inputs.
1.

Estimating uncertainty

2.

Risk Events

A conservative approach was taken for “estimate uncertainty” and due to this fact it was agreed
that it was unnecessary to apply these factors to the estimate components in the risk analysis.
The risks listed in the risk register are the potential “risk events” which have an uncertainty as to
whether they will occur or not and cause a financial impact. The risk register has been developed
such to include a probability of each the risk event occurring together with and a three-point
estimate of cost, should that risk event occur, for instance the maximum (worst case), the
minimum (best case) and the most-likely (expected case) scenarios. This information is normally
collected in two ‘states’ pre-mitigation (current) assessment, for instance taking into account
current controls but before any mitigation plans are put in place, and the post-mitigation (residual)
for instance re-assessed risk level assuming that applied mitigation actions are successful. The
post mitigation scenario was not conducted; post mitigation risk analysis should be carried out
during the next stage of the project.
The outputs of the risk model demonstrate the relationship between the overall project cost or the
level of contingency allowed and the associated levels of confidence of completing the project
delivery within the project allowance (pre-mitigation).

METHODOLOGY
This approach uses only the effects of the risk events applied to the project – cost impact and the
likelihood. Variances in cost (estimate uncertainty) of planned activities were not included due to
the fact that the estimate uses very conservative rates. By running a simulation model a view of
the future risk exposure for the project can then be deduced.
The chart below shows various confidence levels – these show the percentage of the iterations
within the given cost:
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Figure 1: Risk Exposure

SOFTWARE – EXCEL AND CRYSTAL BALL
WSP|PB typically use’ Oracle Crystal Ball software (a plug in to Microsoft Excel) to build a risk
model, the model is built based on data from the cost estimate and risk register. Once the inputs
to the model are agreed, the risk model is built in Microsoft Excel. The software then simulates
the project happening thousands of times and collects the results from each of these iterations.
The cumulative output of the iterations from the model allows a confidence level to be produced to
indicate what the physical project might cost.
The Risk Manager worked with the project team to ensure there was no duplication of risks data
between the risk register and the estimate, what was allowed for and what was not including
estimating uncertainty.

ESTIMATING UNCERTAINTY
As stated above for this project estimating uncertainty ranges were not applied to the model due
to the fact that the estimate was at a very high level and a conservative approach to the rates had
been adopted it was therefore felt unnecessary to apply any estimating uncertainty to the estimate
components.

RISK EVENTS
The modelling has been based on the output of the risk workshop; the values for the risks have
been derived using the risk matrix which had been calibrated during the risk workshop.
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Rating
Probability
Cost

(£)

Time

(weeks)

1

2

3

4

5

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very High

<5%

5% - 20%

21% - 50%

51% - 75%

>75%

0-100K

100K-500K

500K-1M

1-5M

>5M

0 -1w

1-4w

4-8w

8-12w

>12 weeks

Figure 2: Risk Matrix – Cost/Time

The Risks were scored based on this scale for the qualitative assessment (see above). To
produce the quantitative model each risk was assessed to determine a 3 point estimate (minimum
cost impact, most likely cost impact and a maximum cost impact) was estimated supported by
“price build and notes” – see appendix A-1 Extract from Risk Register.
Risks were captured on the register and the scoring was evaluated jointly by the team during the
workshop. Each attendee had time to raise and discuss their key risks and the checklist was used
to ensure that the majority of risks were captured during the workshop.
As well as the project risks, strategic and programme risks were also identified and captured, see
Table 2 below.
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Table 3: Strategic/Programme Risks
Risk ID

Risk Event

R038

'There is a Risk that ........will happen'

The number and scale of concurrent RIS schemes may put pressure on
design/construction resources which could escalate prices or result in
resources not being available when required

Risk
Type

Programme

Risk Rating

Risk Mitigation Plan

#1. Regularly review project resources (supplier and HE), particularly in key skill
areas, to determine any gaps
#2. Develop resource plan for HE Project Team & identify responsibilities for key
project team members
Medium Threat #3. Early engagement with suppliers to gauge interest in future procurement (stage
3 design and construction)
#4. Regional Infrastructure co-ordination with other Tier 1 & 2 infrastructure projects
to identify/review supply chain issues.

R040

Delays to programme could result in failure to achieve Delivery Plan and
RIS target.

Strategic

#1. Programme developed with learning from other major projects (Temple,
Dobwalls, other RIS schemes), timescales challenged to provide shortest achievable
timescale.
#2. Look at processes at the various stages of the PCF to see what work can be done
to try and reduce the stage timescales to give the scheme the best chance of
Medium Threat
meeting the RIS1 and delivery plan commitment.
#3. Collaboration Workshops held with consultees.
#4. Continually review & refine programme
#5. Close monitoring of programme deliveries (scheduled view of deliveries) and
change management.

R053

Changes in forecasted traffic flows may be greater than expected

Strategic

#1. Range estimates to anticipate possible junction capacity needs, especially at
Medium Threat Chiverton!
#2. Include potential for Truro expansion

Strategic

#1. Engage with regional model team to ensure we have delivery of the regional
model.
#2. Align scheme model to regional model in relevance of
Medium Threat #3. Sense check against other models
#4. Continue to use existing model (incorporating data from the Regional model).
#5. Comply with DfT guidelines
#6. Weekly calls / engagement with TAME - to discuss issues

R061

R063

R037

There is a risk of not being able to accurately model the traffic flows and /
or the base model does not meet the required standards

Local plan and / or Tempro identifies additional demand

May encounter more unforeseen constraints (buried) than assumed .

Strategic

Project

Medium Threat

#1. Gather information from all available sources (stats, drainage, PSSR for GI, Mine
Working Records, recorded cultural heritage and archaeology etc.).
#2. Undertaken investigations to validate assumptions where unforeseen
Medium Threat constraints are anticipated

Strategic

Low
Opportunity

There is a risk that funding is delayed (outside current project
programme)

Programme

Low Threat

R003

There is a risk that future development may exceed expectations
following the introduction of the link.

Programme

Low Threat

R007

Traffic Model TUBA may deliver results which reduce COBA Ratio

Strategic

Low Threat

R030

Approach to WEBTAG, including traffic modelling may not be suitable

Strategic

Low Threat

R055

Road space not available or clash with other works (for GI)

Strategic

Low Threat

R008

Traffic Model TUBA may deliver results which increase COBA Ratio

R001

#1. Maintain awareness of local plans development
#2. Build in capacity for growth in design & identify scope for growth
#3. Maintain awareness of WEBTAG

Make sure input data is complete

Internal review of business case submission to ensure no gaps
Ensure COBA output is the highest it can be - completion with
Complete TUBA prior to submission to LEP and DfT

Make sure input data is complete

#1. Confirm requirements and obtain support to generate

#1. Make provisional road space booking
#2. Discuss Cornwall highways 5 year programme (Planned maintenance &
Improvement)
#3. Contact utilities for 5 years plan on side road new network.

The risk register contains all the risks identified; all the risks with a potential cost impact have
been considered and modelled. Modelling considerations fall into six categories;
•
•
•
•
•

Risk Modelled – where there could be a clear cost impact
Risk Not Modelled – sufficient consideration has been made within the estimating
uncertainty to cover the impact of that risk
Risk Not Modelled – risk considered only to be a time impact with no resultant cost impact
Risk Not Modelled – risk has impacted and been built into the base estimate
Risk Not Modelled – as a strategic/programme risk.

Where risks have been modelled, a view of the probability and impact of those risks has been
taken from the risk register in juts both pre-mitigation instance only. This is the collective view of
the project team.
For the purpose of cost modelling, risk events which have a significant time impact have been
converted into a financial impact to account for the potential impact on the critical path i.e. delay
costs – this item has been assessed based on an assumed rate of preliminary costs (a day /
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weekly / monthly rate) which has been multiplied by a number of weeks for the minimum, likely
and maximum values – these values have been derived from the output of a QSRA session.
A copy of the risk register can be found in appendix A-1 of this report.

OPPORTUNITIES
A number of opportunities were identified Table 4, assessment was made on their likely hood but
these were not included in the risk analysis as this would present an unrepresentative view of the
risk allowance, irrespective of whether the opportunities are realised the risks remain the same
except R022 which reduces some of the risk associated with working close to Network Rail
property. There is a max potential over £8m of savings, these could be realised by a combination
of design development options and supply procurement strategies (through Value Engineering
exercises).
Table 4: Opportunities
Opportunity

Min

ML

Max

R009
R010
R071

Design and build Procurement Strategy may increase the chance of CAPEX
savings through an integrated design and construct methodology
Optimise proposed environmental enhancements along the route
Decreased earthwork volumes. Cost saving.

30%
75%
10%

0.00
0.00
0.00

R022

Cycleway new footpath over NW rail on existing bridge and not a new bridge

60%

-125,000.00

-125,000.00

-125,000.00

30%

0.00

-400,000.00

-800,000.00

R023
R031
R070
R077
R078

May be able to reduce drainage works (number and size of pipes etc.)
across whole alignment
Improvement in Productivity, Lean/ procurement efficiencies savings may be
achieved
Decreased processing of site won excavated material. Cost saving.
Reduction in cost of culverts
Reduction in construction costs for attenuation ponds
Overall Maximal and Minima

30%
10%
30%
10%

-250,000.00
-500,000.00
-750,000.00 -1,500,000.00
-250,000.00
-550,000.00

0.00
-250,000.00
-500,000.00
0.00
-50,000.00
-100,000.00
-500,000.00 -1,000,000.00 -1,450,000.00
-500,000.00 -1,300,000.00 -2,600,000.00
-1,125,000.00 -4,375,000.00 -8,125,000.00

ASSUMPTIONS
The following table indicates the assumptions which have been used by the project team, risk
events and opportunities related to these assumptions have been included in the analysis where
identified during the workshop:
Table 5: Assumptions
Item
100 Preliminaries
20% allowance
There will be limited traffic management costs
A haul road may be needed during construction
200 Site Clearance
Allowance has been made for wholesale clearance of
all the land used for the project including that
purchased, temporarily used, and the compounds
300 Fencing
Fencing allowance is generous with 32km temporary
fencing; 16km of Cornish Hedge; & 32km of post &
rail.
400 Vehicle Restraint
50% allowance along length of route
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This may not be needed to be done for all the land

These could potentially be halved during
preliminary design. Post & rail may be more
suitable where the road crosses the old pits & tips

Will be subject to change during next design stage
and following the road safety audits (RSA) and will
not be needed where the road is not on
embankment or cutting
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Item
500 Drainage Design
In terms of flood risk and drainage Roche should be
less complicated as it is located near the top of
several catchments with only minor watercourse
crossings. Its planned that drainage from the
highway would be attenuated to match the existing
greenfield runoff rates, using attenuation
basins/storage ponds in line with SUDS principles.
Paved areas 100% of water enters the drainage
system
Non-paved areas – 30% run off and 70% infiltration
100 year return period storm event with 40% added
to allow for climate change effects
Pipe networks have not been optimised to reduce
construction costs
Attenuation ponds designed with extra freeboard to
cater for rainfall events greater than those detailed
above
Attenuation and discharge at Stenalees roundabout
will need further investigation.
Land drainage may be needed in adjacent land
600 Earthworks
Slope angles for design purposes assumed as 1 in 3.
All excavated material is assumed to be unsuitable
for reuse and must be disposed of and then
replaced by imported fill material.
40% of excavated material is assumed to be in hard
material
The road has been divided up into lengths of low,
medium and high risk with uplifts to the cut and fill
volumes of 1.2, 1.4 & 1.6 respectively

Notes
The design of the Roche route is moderately low
risk

If needed crates can be installed below new
roundabout at a cost of approx. £50k
No account made for this at this stage

In free draining granular material this could be
increased to 1 in 1.5 – this would reduce the
volume of excavation and volume of fill
Assuming a more realistic balance of excavated
material that could be reused as fill at 60%, with
40% disposed of, would save £11m on the
estimated earthworks cost
Assuming 20% would save £3m on the estimated
earthwork cost. (10% saves £5m)
This accounts for uncertainty in cut volumes but
also provides an allowance for remedial measures if
poor ground conditions are encountered. It adds
about £1m to the estimated earthworks cost.

700 Pavement Design
No overlay of existing pavement and all carriageway
will be new construction
Conservative estimate of AADT and the number of
million standard axles (msa) used in the pavement
design – asphalt thickness of 280mm
Road assumed as Class 2 in IAN 73/06
CBR of all subgrade assumed as 2.5% requiring a
total thickness of sub-base of 450mm
Requirement for a PSV of 68+
Completed pavement of a standard that complies
with requirements for adoption by CC
1100 kerbs, footways and paved areas
The cycleway/footpath has been surfaced half in
tarmac and half in concrete block setts
Kerbs have been specified as a 50:50 mix of granite
or concrete
1200 Traffic signs
This is an estimated allowance
1300 Lighting
All junctions are assumed to be lit as are the road
signs
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Concrete block setts are over double the cost of
tarmac surfacing. Using mainly tarmac instead
could save approx. £0.5m
Granite kerbing is 4 times the cost of concrete.
Specifying solely concrete could save in the region
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It may need increasing once formally designed

This may not be appropriate in a rural area
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Item
1400 Electrical Work for road lighting and
traffic signs
allowance for electrical supply cable and supply
boxes
1700 structural concrete
Accommodation structures may need to be added
2700 Accommodation Works, Works for
Statutory Undertakers
Works for statutory undertakers

Notes

This may need to be revised once the decision has
been made over the lighting of junctions
Farm access overbridge to be negotiates with the
landowner

At 5% of direct construction cost this may be
overly conservative but depends upon the C3
determined for the next stage of the design

3000 Landscape and ecology
Extent of environmental measures yet to be
determined & costed

Other major items:
Land
Position of the working compounds not yet
determined
Temporary land take may be excessive
Complementary Measures
Type, location & extent are yet to be determined &
costed
Road alignment & junction design
These may need changing in the next design stage
following the first RSA
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ASSESSMENT / OBSERVATIONS /
FINDINGS
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Once the inputs to the model were agreed, the risk model was built in Microsoft Excel using
Oracle Crystal Ball. The software simulates the project happening thousands of times and collects
the results from each of these iterations. The cumulative output of the iterations from the model
allows a confidence level to be produced to indicate what the physical project might cost. For
example; the charts below show various confidence levels – these show the percentage of the
iterations which within the given cost.
In this report one model has been run;
•

The risk events applied to the estimate (pre-mitigation)

Table 1: Summary of Model Outputs
Model
Pre-mitigated
Base Cost

80,090,736

Risk Minimum

209,651

Risk Maximum

7,953,276

Mean

2,796,517

20% Confidence Level

1,550,423

50% Confidence Level

2,553,262

80% Confidence Level

4,074,340

90% Confidence Level

4,770,494

Focussing on the P20 and P90 confidence level for the risk we have a range for the outturn cost
including risk in the following range (i.e. we can be 90% confident that the project cost plus risk
will not exceed – see table 2 below);
Table 2: Base Cost plus Risk

Base Cost

Base Cost + P20 risk

Base Cost + P90 risk

80,090,736

81,641,159

84,861,230

EFFECTS OF RISK EVENTS – PRE MITIGATION
The following are a series of charts which demonstrate the output from the pre-mitigation risk
model (after the risks from the register have been applied)
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Figure 3: Distribution Chart (EU and Pre-Mitigation Risks)

SENSITIVITY
Tornado chart Figure 3 shows the key risk drivers behind the risk in the above chart, it is clear to
see that “R020 China Clays Tips may need structural toe support” is a key driver behind the risk
estimate, followed by “R049 The construction schedule for the earthworks may get pushed into
the wet season”. Consideration of implementing proposed risk mitigation strategies is key to the
effective management of these risks.

Figure 4: Cost Sensitivity (Pre-Mitigation Risks)
Table 6: Model output – Risk Forecast Values

Forecast: Risk Exposure
Percentile Forecast values
0%
209,651.82
10%
1,123,036.20
20%
1,550,423.62
30%
1,908,974.70
40%
2,202,561.97
50%
2,553,262.94
60%
2,926,243.64
70%
3,418,302.66
80%
4,074,340.05
90%
4,770,494.11
100%
7,953,276.39
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CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY
Any of the confidence levels portrayed by the analysis can be used to set and manage
contingency, best practice suggests this is between P50 and P90.
The pre-mitigation graph shows that based on the data provided there is a wide spread of likely
outcomes, with the P10 to P90 range shown in blue, which is £1,123,036 to £4,777,494. The P80
is £ 4,074,340 which represents the 80% confidence levels of not exceeding this value. Table 5
gives the full range:
Table 7: Forecast Risk Exposure – Pre-mitigated
Model
Min

209,651

10%

1,123,036

20%

1,550,423

50% Confidence Level

2,553,262

Mean

2,796,517

80% Confidence Level

4,074,340

90% Confidence Level

4,770,494

Maximum

7,953,276

The risk register indicates mitigation strategies which if implemented will reduce the risk exposure
and impacts and probability, this analysis does not take this into account in the analysis.

RECOMMENDATIONS
For the purpose of supporting the Outline Business Case it is recommended that the P90 value is
used £4,770,494. These figures can be used to provide the contingency estimate (risk allowance).
Following the completion of the next stage of the project a review should take place to assess the
effectives of the risk management strategies post mitigation to determine revised probabilities and
impacts, the risk model should then be re-run to see the effect with these updated inputs.
It is recommended that the Risk Register produced from this workshop is maintained moving
forward in the development stage of the project i.e. implement key risk management strategies.
The sensitivity analysis shows the key risks which are driving the risk analysis, and
implementation of the defined mitigation’s against these key risks could significantly reduce the
project risk exposure.
Regular risk reviews of the implementation of these risk management strategies would help to
build the ‘Risk Management’ culture and therefore the chance of delivering the Project
successfully.
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RISK INPUTS

APPENDIX A-1
EXTRACT OF RISK REGISTER – RISKS
IDENTIFIED WITH A COST IMPACT
RISK MODEL

Model Input Data – Extract from Risk Register
R002
R004
R005
R009
R013
R014
R015
R019

Extent and content of designated SSI at the north end of the alignment
may require an alignment change
The affected property owners demand more that the expected market
price for their properties There is a risk that the engineering quality of the cut material may not
adequate for fill purpose
Design and build Procurement Strategy may increase the chance of
CAPEX savings through an integrated design and construct methodology
IMERYS is a key stakeholder for the project and may insist betterment
not currently covered in the scope
Exceptional Adverse Weather during construction causes delays and
additional costs.
There may be more hard material (igneous rocks) than expected excavation
Wet alluvial areas (1km spaced out) ) - more engineered fill may
required

No allowance in estimate as onsite survey work not yet
200000 carried out and consultation process not yet done. Scope is
therefore in the risk figure and probability is high
Current CPO land costs at £3.75m - risk is how much more
375000
than this. 10% increase = £375k
Quality of excavated material bot as expected say 20% lost
1000000
on a 60/40 split - i.e. goes to a 50/50 split on £5m
Assume through VE exercise we can save 0.1% of CAPEX
500000 (£52m)

75%

25000

100000

30%

0

100000

30%

0

500000

30%

0

250000

30%

0

25000

50000

20%

0

250000

500000

20%

0

150000

320000

30%

10000

250000

500000

Cost of additional preliminaries - assume and extra 2months
at £500k/month
assume 10% more than the 40% expected = 10% of £3.2m
increase on CAPEX = max £320k
Assume 0.1% increase in imported engineering fill = max
£500k
No Allowance in est. - Assume gabions required along toe
75m @£6000/m = £3m max
No allowance in estimate - assume max 20 (recorded and
unrecorded) events at £ 40k each
Cost of attenuation tank on roundabout is approximately
£50k - required to manage discharge rates
Allow £1k per event and assumptions is that we could have
up to 50 events
to be estimated by CORMAC land team- currnet estimate for
kand costs is £3.7m- aloow 10% potential additional costs

R020

China Clays Tips may need structural toe support

40%

0

R021

Old mine pits/shafts may be encountered

60%

200000

400000

800000

R024

Attenuation tank may be required at Stenalease R/A

30%

49999

50000

50001

R026

NORMS

70%

10000

30000

50000

R035

Land / Property costs may be more than anticipated at the end of stage 2

20%

50000

200000

370000

R036

Estimates for stats diversion/protection costs may increase as scheme
develops (Gas Main and Water Main known)

30%

0

120000

260000

10%

10000

25000

40%

0

100000

10%of £2.6m extra stuff - for gas and water
protection/diversion
This is an allowance to cover the protection/diversions of
50000 minor cables and pipes belonging to statutory undertakes
crossing or near to the works
2% of design and pm costs
200000

10%

0

10000

10000

50%

0

900000

1800000

20%

999999

10%

0

250000

30%

10000

25000

R037
R044
R046
R049
R050
R051

May encounter more unforeseen constraints (buried) than assumed .
May not deliver as per statement of non statutory community
consultation
There is a risk that the Wales and West utilities reject the high pressure
gas protection proposals
The construction schedule for the earthworks may get pushed into the
wet season.
Construction schedule my be to optimistic to meet target completion
dates
Late discovery of 3rd party rights on land, e.g. Duchy of Cornwall access,
etc.
Agreements with Historic England may not be implemented to
adequately protect Heritage assets
(Barrows/Listed Structures e.g. sign-posts)

1500000 4500000

Assume max 0.01% increase in current CAPEX (£50m) = £50k

1000000 1000001
500000

1% of £1m costs
Max cost will be 6months additional prelims at £300k/month
due to waiting to get back on season
max cost will be 2 month on a 2 year schedule
£500k - assume we have missed 1 landowner

R058

Discovery of unknown buried archaeology or heritage assets

50%

0

1000

R067

SU's not delivering in accordance with the CC/CORMAC requirements.

20%

0

50000

R072

Encountering of contaminated ground or uncharted historic landfill on
the route alignment.

50%

10000

25000

£50k is a max allowance to cover additional works associated
50000 with misunderstandings= about how to protecting/move
archaeological finds
Allow costs for either moving, or protecting £10,000 - to be
10000
confirme by survey
£100k represents an allowance to cover items the SU's
missed in their provided estimates to cover the envisaged
100000
work required by the scheme (e.g. protection/diversion
etc.)
Allow £50k for heavy metals - contaminated spots
50000

R076

The Project may encountering contaminated fauna (e.g. Japanese
Knotweed) and will be required to remove as a hazardous waste

85%

50000

100000

Of the 135HA assume 1% covered by Japanese Knotweed at
132000 £60 per tonne to dispose of = £132k

R057

R079

Fins drains may be required

40%

120000

240000

R080

May encounter land drainage cut by the road construction

40%

100000

250000

Missing off BofQ is Fin drains, where filter drains aren’t
present, these are regularly ignored on minor road schemes
480000 in Cornwall, but I think not in this case,
Say 6000m @ £80/m = 480,000
500000

Off route land drainage say 0.5M for extra swales and
ditches etc.

APPENDIX A-2
COST
ESTIMATE

Base Estimate
Preparation
costs

land purchase

Base cost

£

5,36 ,610

£

Risk

£

362,423

£

Inflation

£

TOTAL

£

5,829,974

£

3,768,
254,706

4,514,060

TOTAL

Construction
costs

.
£

£

7

£

70, 73, 2

4., 1 53 , 365

£

4 , 770,4

8 , 91 9, 84

£

9,517,014

74., 5 17 , 1 96

£

84 , 861,230

94

Appendix E – Risk Register (OBC)

Risk Identification

alitative Risk I
Risk Event

Risk Impact

'The Risk is caused due to…..'

'There is a Risk that ....... will happen'

'The impact of the Risk is …..'

Risk ID

Risk Cause

Category

Status

R020

Threat

Open

Unknown stability of tips

China Clays Tips may need structural toe support

R021

Threat

Open

Unknown documented mine workings

Old mine pits/shafts may be encountered

R076

Threat

Open

Presence of Japanese Knotweed

The Project may encountering contaminated fauna (e.g. Japanese Knotweed)
Cost of removal of hazardous waste
and will be required to remove as a hazardous waste

R002

Threat

Open

Designation of area to SSI by government

Extent and content of designated SSI at the north end of the alignment may
require an alignment change

R004

Threat

Open

Property owners demand more than the market rate during CPO

R005

Threat

Open

R006

Threat

R009

Pre-Mitigation Quantitative Risk Impact Assessment

Risk
Type

Risk Rating

Probability

Cost of structural engineering works at the toes of the tips

Project

High Threat

Structural works to fill/cover etc.

Project

Minimum Cost
Impact

Most Likely Cost
Impact

40%

£

-

£

1,500,000 £

No Allowance in est. - Assume gabions required along
4,500,000 toe 75m @£6000/m = £3m max

Robust GI
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down

High Threat

60%

£

200,000

£

400,000 £

No allowance in estimate - assume max 20 (recorded
800,000 and unrecorded) events at £ 40k each

Robust GI
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down

Project

High Threat

85%

£

50,000 £

100,000 £

132,000

Project

Medium Threat

75%

£

25,000 £

100,000 £

The affected property owners demand more that the expected market price
CPO costs and compensation more than expected
for their properties -

Project

Medium Threat

30%

£

-

£

100,000 £

No allowance in estimate as onsite survey work not
200,000 yet carried out and consultation process not yet done.
Scope is therefore in the risk figure and probability is
Current CPO land costs at £3.75m - risk is how much
375,000 more than this. 10% increase = £375k

Quality of earthworks cut material

There is a risk that the engineering quality of the cut material may not
adequate for fill purpose

Addition costs to replace poor quality material to meet
engineering requirements for fill (as dug out on site).

Project

Medium Threat

30%

£

-

£

500,000 £

Quality of excavated material bot as expected say 20%
1,000,000 lost on a 60/40 split - i.e. goes to a 50/50 split on £5m

Open

Network Rail change standards, delay approval

There is a risk that Network Rails approval takes longer or introduces
additional requirements than expected

Additional design and assets costs and possible delays to
expected design programme.

Project

Low Threat

Opportunity

Open

Structure D&B contract to pull out shared savings

Design and build Procurement Strategy may increase the chance of CAPEX
savings through an integrated design and construct methodology

Better integration of design and consultation methods leads
to a reduction in CAPEX - savings would be shared

Project

Medium
Opportunity

30%

£

- -£

250,000 -£

R010

Opportunity

Open

Agree with CC environmental a pragmatic approach

Optimise proposed environmental enhancements along the route

Reduction in unnecessary environment enhancements may
save CAPEX

Project

Medium
Opportunity

75%

£

- -£

750,000 -£

R011

Threat

Open

Industry feedback

Changes in standards (imposed) - increased requirements

May increase CAPEX

Project

Low Threat

R012

Threat

Open

Key stakeholder put pressure on CC and CORMAC

Changes in clients brief

May increase scope

Project

Medium Threat

R013

Threat

Open

Key stakeholder put pressure on CC and CORMAC

IMERYS is a key stakeholder for the project and may insist betterment not
currently covered in the scope

CAPEX increased to cover additional betterment requests
from IMERYS

Project

Medium Threat

30%

£

-

£

25,000 £

50,000

R014

Threat

Open

Storms

Exceptional Adverse Weather during construction causes delays and
additional costs.

Schedule Delay - possibly up to 10% of time

Project

Low Threat

20%

£

-

£

250,000 £

500,000

R015

Threat

Open

Estimate underestimated

There may be more hard material (igneous rocks) than expected - excavation Increase CAPEX costs - extraction

Project

Low Threat

20%

£

-

£

150,000 £

320,000

R016

Opportunity

Open

Set up contract to share value of hard rock resale

Share resale of excavated hard material (igneous rocks)

Potential savings associate with resale as aggregate etc.

Project

Medium
Opportunity

30%

R018

Threat

Open

Construction traffic/operations interfere with operations

Scheme may impact on Emerys operations

Complaints from IMERYS, work stopped

Project

Low Threat

R019

Threat

Open

Alluvial deposit depths greater then expected

Wet alluvial areas (1km spaced out) ) - more engineered fill may required

Additional engineered fill may be required above what has
been allowed for.

Project

Medium Threat

30%

£

10,000 £

250,000 £

Assume 0.1% increase in imported engineering fill =
500,000 max £500k

R022

Opportunity

Open

Develop design to incorporate cycleway and footpath over existing road bridge north side

Cycleway new footpath over NW rail on existing bridge and not a new bridge Savings on a new bridge

Project

High
Opportunity

60%

-£

125,000 -£

125,000 -£

125,000

R024

Threat

Open

Discharge constraints to high

Attenuation tank may be required at Stenalease R/A

Cost of attenuation tank

Project

Medium Threat

30%

£

115,000

£

115,000 £

Cost of attenuation tank on roundabout is
approximately £115k - required to manage discharge
115,000 rates

R026

Threat

Open

Legacy for the area

NORMS

Clean up costs

Project

Medium Threat

70%

£

10,000 £

30,000 £

R027

Threat

Open

Design QA process misses something

Safety Audit after stage 2 - design flaw\aw

CAPEX costs increased to address design flaw

Project

Low Threat

R028

Threat

Open

Alignment not far enough away, Power company change rules

Power Cables - designed alignment may interface

Additional design protection

Project

Low Threat

R029

Threat

Open

CORMAC systems change

Software design change may affect design delivery

Resources distracted away from work

Project

Low Threat

Project

Medium
Opportunity

Current alignment is optimised in the current corridor - if the
SSI requirements move it outside the corridor impact will be
large - impact on the SAC

R031

Opportunity

Open

Improvement in Productivity, Lean/ procurement efficiencies savings

Opportunity to gain additional savings resulting from
Improvement in Productivity, Lean/ procurement efficiencies savings may be lean/process efficiency/VE improvements and use of
alternative procurement mechanisms through the supply
achieved
chain

R032

Threat

Open

General Capacity of Client Resource

There may not be enough client resources to execute and manage the
project

Delays and costs to development of project

Project

Low Threat

R033

Threat

Open

#1. General Construction delays leads to failure to hit the 2022 deadline for
completion
#4. Programme delays Planning / Design delivery / Contract / procurement

May not be able to complete construction in line with the funding
constraints

allocation
#2. Costs / Reputation / Quality impacts

Project

Medium Threat

R034

Threat

Open

#1. Lack of understanding of the process and timescales to obtain all approvals
needed to start works (process between end of planning and start on site)
#2. Timescale for Governance

CORMAC project delivery approach (process and requirements) may extend
the work plan and add management/design costs

#1. Failure to meet Road Improvement Strategy (RIS) target
date (SOW by March 2020)
#2. Delay to scheme and key dates

Project

Low Threat

Risk Register
St Austell Link Road - Risk-Register for Business Case 6-3-17

Maximum Cost
Impact

Risk Mitigation Plan

Price Build Up Notes & Comments

Of the 135 HA assume 1% covered by Japanese
Knotweed at £60 per tonne to dispose of = £132k

No effect included in base costs for all works assocaited
with working next to NW land
Assume through VE exercise we can save 0.1% of
500,000 CAPEX (£52m)
assume we can save 50% of the estimated
1,500,000 environmental measures e.g. Cornish hedge - Estimate
is £3m
What are the key standards - earthworks? Unlikely to
change

30%

£

- -£

250,000 -£

Risk Mitigation Plan

1 - robust ecological survey
2 Robust GI survey - testing
Review of survey results will remove uncertainty of quantities.

Complete EIA, develop design to accommodate EIA recommendations minimising
alignment adjustments
Physical monitoring devices and monitoring water points
Robust negotiations - keep to market prices

Ensure GI is through and complete and representative
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down
Move cycle way and footpath onto exiting road bridge - design out the need for a new
bridge
Make sure procurement and contract strategy shares the savings

Discuss with CC Environmental lead

Monitor programme of standards review

If scope increase through change then this will be
funded separately

Robust change management process as part of the governance requirements

Assume max 0.01% increase in current CAPEX (£50m)
= £50k

Keep IMERYS on side - obtain head of agreement etc.

Cost of additional preliminaries - assume and extra
2months at £500k/month

Monitor weather patterns particularly adverse weather

assume 10% more than the 40% expected = 10% of
£3.2m increase on CAPEX = max £320k

Robust GI
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down

assume 0.1% decease in earthworks costs (£500k) as
offset - money would go to contractor and reflected in
rates.

Robust GI
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down

No financially penalty covered above

Agreement with IMERYS

Estimate assumes new bridge - VE this out save £125k
plus 15k design cost. Max opp 375-250 = 125k

Allow £1k per event and assumptions is that we could
50,000 have up to 50 events

5%

Mitigation Owner &
Organisation

Robust GI
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down
Survey to fully establish scope of either new bridge or VE out bridge and put on existing
bridge

Carry out robust survey
Review of survey data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down

Environmental and HSE Plan for site works

No costs built into porcess

Make sure design QA process is followed - introduce additional checks on high
risk/complex design areas

not required as alignment fixed and agreed no impact
on UKPN

Reconfirm requirements from power company

No costs built into porcess

Change programme resourced appropriately

assume 0.1% on CAPEX (£50m)

Robust GI
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down

No finacila impact - included

#1. Maintain records following governance on document management in the event of
required handover.
#2. Shadowing of key roles with nominated deputies / alternates

500,000

#3. Early contact with employees with specialist skills to outline work

Page 1 of 4

20%

£

-

No financiall impact only time

#1. Manage project delivery to ensure completion by Dec 2022.
#2. The same Mitigation Actions as Risk 074

will be managed

#1. Map out the interaction between the processes (e.g. planning, final funding
approval, notice to proceed, Notice to treat & enter)
#2. Lesson learned exercise from other projects - Mapping out and checking with
projects further in the project lifecycle (LfE)
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Risk ID

Risk Identification
Category

Status

R035

Threat

Open

R036

Threat

Open

R037

Threat

Open

alitative Risk I

Risk Cause

Risk Event

Risk Impact

'The Risk is caused due to…..'

'There is a Risk that ....... will happen'

'The impact of the Risk is …..'

Failure to identify extent (Land Area) of land/property requirements (including

Inaccurate (undervalued) information on C2/C3 estimates provided by Stats
utilities companies) - there more 50 stats companies involved

* Stats
* Drainage

Land / Property costs may be more than anticipated at the end of stage 2

Estimates for stats diversion/protection costs may increase as scheme
develops (Gas Main and Water Main known)

May encounter more unforeseen constraints (buried) than assumed .

Pre-Mitigation Quantitative Risk Impact Assessment

Risk
Type

Risk Rating

Probability

Project

Low Threat

20%

* Increase in costs
* Inaccurate data results in re-design causing delays and/or
increasing costs.

Project

Medium Threat

30%

delays to programme and increased costs
* Delays to construction, compensation event for unforeseen
conditions

Project

Medium Threat

10%

Claims higher than Stage 1 estimate
Land and Compensation higher than Stage 1 estimate

Minimum Cost
Impact

£

£

£

Most Likely Cost
Impact

Maximum Cost
Impact

50,000

£

200,000

£

-

£

120,000 £

10,000 £

25,000 £

Price Build Up Notes & Comments

to be estimated by CORMAC land team- currnet
370,000 estimate for kand costs is £3.7m- aloow 10% potential
additional costs
10%of £2.6m extra stuff - for gas and water
protection/diversion
260,000

50,000

This is an allowance to cover the protection/diversions
of minor cables and pipes belonging to statutory
undertakes crossing or near to the works
Included no project costs

R039

Threat

Open

Lack of coordination with other South West and national projects

Inconsistency in supplier and project approaches

re-work required to achieve consistency - delay to
programme (e.g. to achieve product sign offs)

Project

Medium Threat

Project

Medium Threat

No costs only time

R041

Threat

Open

1. Procurement strategy for Stage 2 not fully determined
2. PS stage 2 consultants not implemented in time

May not be able to meet programme if consultants are not appointed in
time to handover from stage 1 consultants.

1. Unrecoverable delays to programme. Failure to announce
Preferred Route and submit planning permissions on time
2. Delay in programming later stages leads to loss of invested
knowledge and momentum

R042

Threat

Open

#2. Emerging planning applications
#3. Planning applications, if granted along the corridor, could increase the cost of
land. This will increase the cost of the scheme, or add new constraints that could

Granting of Planning applications along the corridor may take longer and
more involved

#2. Increase in design cost
#3. Preferred route unavailable
#4. Increase to the cost of the scheme, or add new

Project

Medium Threat

R043

Threat

Open

Not understanding what is required to achieve BREEM (CEEQUAL) Excellence
rating.

BREEM (CEEQUAL) excellence rating may not be achieved

?????? = so what?

Project

Low Threat

R044

Threat

Open

Lack of Clear engagement plan with specialised actions

May not deliver as per statement of non statutory community consultation

Consultation process not robust and follow through with the
design/procurement/construction stages not effective.
Reputation damage additional costs to pacify stakeholders

Project

Medium Threat

R045

Threat

Open

Insufficient publicity of consultation

Consultation may not attract representative feedback

1. Lack of credibility for scheme proposals
2. Further works to attract representatives / undertake study
to prove
3. Late incorporation out representative input

Project

Medium Threat

R046

Threat

Open

Failure to understand statutory service providers requirements/ needs

There is a risk that the Wales and West utilities reject the high pressure gas
protection proposals

#1. Further design and proposal works
#2. Increased costs
#3. Start on site delayed

Project

Medium Threat

10%

£

-

R047

Threat

Open

#2. Temporary diversions cannot cope with the volume of traffic, e.g. Side road
crossing traffic.
#3. Major congestion and disruption to road users.

There is a risk that the works may cause a level of disruption to traffic
outside what has been agreed through the consultation

#2. Delay / frustration
#3. poor journey time reliability
#4. Driver frustration.

Project

Low Threat

10%

£

-

R048

Threat

Open

#1. Delay to schedule and associated cost whilst issue in
Unable to gain site access to undertake surveys e.g. Knotweed, contaminated being resolved
#2. Re-design required
land, species, etc.
#3. Land required outside of planning application

Project

Low Threat

R049

Threat

Open

The construction schedule for the earthworks may get pushed into the wet
season.

1. Treatment, stockpile, double handling - Increased cost and
delay to the schedule

Project

Medium Threat

50%

£

R050

Threat

Open

#1. Consistent on RIS programme (i.e. must start by March 2020.
#2. Must also be open to traffic by December 2011

Construction schedule my be to optimistic to meet target completion dates

#1. Loss of funding if failure to complete by Dec 2022
#2. Increased costs if construction is longer than estimated

Project

Medium Threat

20%

£

R051

Threat

Open

Incomplete search

Late discovery of 3rd party rights on land, e.g. Duchy of Cornwall access, etc.

#1. Increased cost and delay to the schedule
#2. Compensation payments

Project

Low Threat

10%

£

R052

Threat

Open

#1. Alignment too close to solar farm / passes at wrong angle
#2. Glare to westbound traffic (& east bound in the am)
#3. Low sun

Glint/glare from solar farm causes safety issue.

#1. Additional screening is required
#2. Re-alignment is required
#3. Hazardous driving conditions

Project

Low Threat

R054

Threat

Open

R056

Threat

Open

#1. Mining heritage
#2. Sensitive Species

#3. Contaminated Land
#4. Archaeological Digs
1. Adverse weather over expectations in Cornwall
2. Compressed programme to undertake works
3. High volume of much shift required

* Loss of access to minerals underground
*

#1. Death
#2. New Job
#3. Retirement.
#4. Salary / Pay

No costs only time

No cost included in fees

40%

£

-

-

£

£

£

100,000 £

10,000 £

-

£

900,000 £

1,800,000

1,000,000 £

1,000,000 £

1,000,000

250,000 £

500,000

£

#1. additional compensation
#2. Schedule delay

Project

Low Threat

Succession planning and key staff cover may not be robust

#1. Loss of invested knowledge
#2. Delay to schedule as new person learns the role
#3. Loss of efficiency during transition & delay to schedule

Project

Low Threat

Threat

Open

#1. Poor communications with Historic England & CCC

Risk Register
St Austell Link Road - Risk-Register for Business Case 6-3-17

Agreements with Historic England may not be implemented to adequately
protect Heritage assets
(Barrows/Listed Structures e.g. sign-posts)

#1. Damage / costs to asset or setting
#2. Fail to meet scheme objectives (Non detrimental impact)

Project
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Medium Threat

30%

£

10,000 £

25,000 £

#1. Gather information from all available sources (stats, drainage, PSSR for GI, Mine
Working Records, recorded cultural heritage and archaeology etc.).
#2. Undertaken investigations to validate assumptions where unforeseen constraints are
anticipated
#1. Continual dialogue with MMGJV to ensure broad consistency and shared learning
within the SW region.
#2. Regular catch ups with other CORMAC Project Managers to ensure general
consistency and shared learning.

#1. Procurement Strategy to be determined nationally.
#2. Project Team to liaise with Procurement to ensure timescales for implementation
align with project timescales.
#3. Project Team to identify optimum timing to bring stage 3 consultant on board, and
cost implications.
#4. Project Team to seek approval to commence Stage 3 early.
#5. Monitor progress with Procurement
#1. Sign up to CC planning alerts
#2. Raise with CC at steering group meeting, Monthly On-Going

#3. Arrange to receive an early call from planners before considering
application. - Next Steering Group meeting.
#1. Understand BREEM (CEEQUAL) process and which award we go for
#2. Comply and deliver BREEM (CEEQUAL) requirements
#3. Identify BREEM (CEEQUAL) assessor for scheme

Covered in Risk R044

#1. Web-Site design to be developed in collaboration with other authorities on similar
initiatives
#2. Clear Communication strategy developed in conjunction with Cornwall Council.
#3. Community Consultation Document

1% of £1m costs

#1. Engage at earliest opportunity (C3/C4)
#2. Learn and apply lessons from 'South Devon Link' example

will be managed

#1. Undertake build ability review

No costs only time

#1. Review existing information and perform a gap analysis
#2. Engage with Landowners to ensure that access is granted.
#3. Identify appropriate 'Mitigation' areas during design.

Max cost will be 6months additional prelims at
£300k/month due to waiting to get back on season

#1. Build ability review in stage 1 & 2
#2. Programme construction for optimum seasons
#3. Working constraints & incentives on contractor
#4. Provide weather records in site information

max cost will be 2 month on a 2 year schedule

#1. Build ability & Programme review in stage
#2. Bring on board build ability partner for Stage 2 onwards

£500k - assume we have missed 1 landowner

#1. Undertake land Searches
#2. Consult with affected landowner during consultation.
#3. Questionnaire to capture informal arrangements on land.
#1. Investigate during prelim design & try to design out
#2. Assessment of 'glint/glare' through modelling work

No costs - included in rates if identified at tender stage

#1. Undertake land search
#2. Consult with affected land owners during consultation

No costs included in CORMAC operational running
costs

#1. Ensure key staff have deputies/alternates in place for succession
#2. Effective resourcing of staff
#3. Comprehensive handover meetings
#4. Data stored on 'Central Data'
#5. All document to be uploaded onto 'Huddle'
#1. Engagement with Historic England and Cornwall County Council
#2. Design to accommodate constraints
#3. Include cost and time allowances for dealing with unknown buried constraints (e.g.
archaeological dig)

£50k is a max allowance to cover additional works
associated with misunderstandings= about how to
protecting/move archaeological finds
R057

#1. Revise land requirements to reflect stage 1 alignment optimisation and provide to
District Valuer
#2. Arrange telecom or meeting with DV to discuss details and known constraints /
#1. Obtain C3 estimates from stats based on latest alignments
#2. Identify easement and access requirements for diverted stats
#3. Involvement and briefing of utilities to build contacts and relationships to aid
understanding of requirements, timescales and costs

#1.Regular review and update of Communications and engagement plan
#2. Wholesale reviews at Stage Change
#3. Early engagement with key stakeholders + Cornwall leads

No costs - included in rates if identified at tender stage

Discovery of mining or mineral rights

Risk Mitigation Plan

-

£

-

Mitigation Owner &
Organisation

2% of design and pm costs
200,000

10,000

Risk Mitigation Plan

50,000
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Risk ID

Risk Identification

R058

Category

Threat

Status

Open

alitative Risk I

Risk Cause

Risk Event

Risk Impact

'The Risk is caused due to…..'

'There is a Risk that ....... will happen'

'The impact of the Risk is …..'

#1. Archaeology - insufficient knowledge of what's below (land assets)
#2. Misinterpretation of data
#3. Incompetent contractor
#4. WW2 crash sites
#5. Mileposts / Historic signs
#6. Buried sites
#7. Other historic sites below fields
#8 We missed something in the C3 search

Discovery of unknown buried archaeology or heritage assets

#1. delays to programme
#2. Increased cost of survey & design
#3. Reputational damage
#4. Redesign
#5. damage / loss of asset
#6. Loss of setting
#7. fail to meet scheme objectives

Risk
Type

Risk Rating

Pre-Mitigation Quantitative Risk Impact Assessment
Minimum Cost
Impact

Probability

Most Likely Cost
Impact

Maximum Cost
Impact

Price Build Up Notes & Comments

Allow costs for either moving, or protecting £10,000 to be confirme by survey
Project

Medium Threat

50%

£

-

£

1,000 £

10,000

included in SSI risk

R059

Threat

Open

#1. Design of scheme is in in proximity to feature
#2. Change in regulations during project
#3. Lack of consultation with Natural England

Damage to Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and other designations

R060

Threat

Open

#1. Poor quality surveys
#2. not covering previously collected data
#3. Inappropriate survey time
#4. Design of scheme is in proximity to feature
#5. Lack of awareness of presence

R062

Threat

Open

#1. CC and CORMAC Reorganisation
#2. Instability, new personnel, interfaces, new reporting requirements

New people / relationships cause delay / problems. CC and CORMAC specific

R064

Threat

Open

#1/2 Inability to reach agreement on strategy/plan/compensation

Lack of co-operation from land owners to permit surveys prior to preferred
route announcements

R065

Threat

Open

#1. Over expectation by stakeholders
#2. Comms & stakeholder strategy insufficiently developed
#3. Inadequate engagement with key stakeholders or the public

Stakeholder expectations not met / disappointment

R066

Threat

Open

#1. Human Nature
#2. Objection to proposal
#3. Bad previous experiences
#4. Requirement to access non HE land
#5. Changes to the existing alignment

R067

Threat

Open

#1. Poor and/or late estimating
#2. Poor knowledge of assets

Open

#1. Poor /incomplete construction records
#2. Incorrect format of records
#3. agents requirements not understood

Open

#1. Poorly designed & maintained TM
#2. Poor Communication
#3. Frequent changes to layout

R068

R069

Threat

Threat

#1. Reputational impact
#2. Legal process enacted - Time, Costs and reputational
impacts

Project

Medium Threat

Adverse impact or damage to protected species

Project

Medium Threat

#1. New relationships to build
#2. Delays to schedule as new people have to learn project
#3. Reputational risk with new people doing stakeholder
engagement

Project

Low Threat

Project

Low Threat

Project

Low Threat

Lack of Co-operation from land owner/s during stage 2

#1. Missed funding window
#2. Costs / Schedule
#1. Loss of Support
#2. Reputational damage
#3. Opposition groups mobilise
#4. Reactive response required

1%

No costs included in CORMAC operational running
costs

#1. Unable to complete surveys at appropriate time.
#2. Claims for damages / money / compensation

Project

Medium Threat

10%

SU's not delivering in accordance with the CC/CORMAC requirements.

#1. Cost to rectify
#2. Delay - start on site

Project

Medium Threat

20%

Delay to handover from Construction to Maintenance agent (Area or CC)

#1. delay to completion payments
#2. redesign for additional maintenance requirements in
excess of design standards

There may be delays following RTA's during construction.

#1. Reputational damage
#2. Fatalities to travellers & workforce
#3. Journey time reliability
#4. Health and Safety Executive (HSE) enforcement
#5. Claims for damage

Project

Project

Medium Threat

R071

R072

Opportunity

Opportunity

Threat

Open

Open

Open

Opportunity for a decreased amount of processing of site won excavated
material

Depending on GI results, opportunity to steepen earthwork slopes to 1:1.5
gradient.

1. Contaminated Ground / Material (e.g heavy metals

Risk Register
St Austell Link Road - Risk-Register for Business Case 6-3-17

Decreased processing of site won excavated material. Cost saving.

#1. Reduced costs of processing
#2. Programme acceleration
#3.
#4.

Decreased earthwork volumes. Cost saving.

#1. Reduced costs of bulk earthworks
#2. Programme acceleration
#3.
#4.

Encountering of contaminated ground or uncharted historic landfill on the
route alignment.

1. Disposal costs and costs of remedial work to replace spoil
2. Delays due to extra work of Disposal
3. Halting of Project / Investigation
4. H&S impacts
5. Environmental issues
6. Subsidence

Project

Project

Project
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Medium
Opportunity

Medium Threat

Desk top survey and site reconnaissance #1. Stakeholder engagement
#2. watching brief during site clearance and other site work e.g. GI

OPPORTUNITY
Improve access
Incorporate asset into scheme
Enhance quality of the scheme
Improve interpretation

#1. Amend design - route alignment (Avoid>reduce>Compensate)
#2. Communications with Conservation bodies

£

-

£

50,000

£

Covered by other risks

#1. Identify stakeholder & their interests
#2. Build relationships with stakeholders
#3. Manage expectations at public consultation
#4. Monitor and update communication plan

covered in land cop costs

#1. Approach as early as possible to explain what we are doing
#2. Keep landowner informed & Parish councils.
#3. Liaise with land owners regarding the proposals and their objections

£100k represents an allowance to cover items the SU's
missed in their provided estimates to cover the
100,000 envisaged work required by the scheme (e.g.
protection/diversion etc.)

10%

50%

£

£

£

-

-

10,000

-£

-£

£

50,000 -£

250,000 -£

25,000 £

#2. Early engagement with key stakeholders
#3. Address issues raised from Oct 2016 consultation

#1. Establish effective engagement with SU's
#2. Build ability study once contractor advice is on-board

not costs just time

#1. Plan Regular design & Construction meetings to understand maintaining agents
requirements
#2. Contract to be specified to deliver records in correct format
#3. Managing Agents to attend RSA's and progress meetings and PI's
#4. Capture Lessons learnt BBIQ / Temple

Covered by Insurance and contract

#1. Design for build ability (e.g. build ability reviews)
#2. Well designed TM, RSA in advance
#3. Good publicity & Image signs
#4. Provide good protection to workforce
#5. Controlled access to TM & work area
#1. Design Action Status/Final Resolution Notes - Detailed, targeted and route/structure
specific ground investigation along final alignment prior to commencement of detailed
design.

10%

10%

#1. Early engagement with environmental stakeholders including SEBs
#2. Transportation of species
#3. Review earlier studies & available data and Plan work for optimum season
#4. Habituation Creation (Opportunity)
#5. Consultation with Conservation bodies
#6. Agreed methodology contingency plan
#1. Maintain continuity through provider
#2. Brief new people
#3. Keep informed of changes
#1. Ensure scheme developed in accordance with planning guidance (SKET)

Low Threat

Medium
Opportunity

Risk Mitigation Plan

No costs included in CORMAC operational running
costs

I.e. can use some of the 30% as engineered material in
embankments - reducing brought material

R070

Mitigation Owner &
Organisation

30%

covered in sac and SSI risk

#1. Fail to meet scheme objectives
#2. Increased species mortality rate
#3. EU sanction / fines
#4. Delay to
#5. Reputational damage

Risk Mitigation Plan

100,000

0,25% of earthworks estimate (£22m)

#1. Design Action Status/Final Resolution Notes - Detailed, targeted and route/structure
specific ground investigation along final alignment prior to commencement of detailed
design.

Allow £50k for heavy metals - contaminated spots

#1. Design ERIc Action Required - Undertaking of detailed desk study/PSSR to include all
historic geological/geotechnical data and Envirocheck reporting.
#2. Use the above to inform production of a targeted detailed ground investigation
during detailed design phase.
#3. Design Action Status/Final Resolution Notes - Detailed, targeted and route/structure
specific ground investigation along final alignment prior to commencement of detailed
design.

550,000

50,000
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Risk ID

Risk Identification
Category

Status

alitative Risk I

Risk Cause

Risk Event

Risk Impact

'The Risk is caused due to…..'

'There is a Risk that ....... will happen'

'The impact of the Risk is …..'

R075

Threat

Open

The existence of groundwater in the project boundaries

Groundwater level may be higher than expected.

#1. Affecting vertical alignment and temporary excavations.
#2. Will affect temporary works strategy and excavation
support techniques.
#3. Could entail use of groundwater control, well-pointing
and/ or sump-pumping.
#4. Cost increase
#5. Schedule delay
#6. Impact to local environment (Farmers water extraction)

R077

Opportunity

Open

Culverts to the required specification procured at a cheaper rate

Reduction in cost of culverts

Reduction in capital costs

R078

Opportunity

Open

Attenuation Storage to the required specification procured at a cheaper rate

Reduction in construction costs for attenuation ponds

Reduction in capital costs

Risk
Type

Risk Rating

Project

Medium Threat

Project

Medium
Opportunity

Project

Medium
Opportunity

Pre-Mitigation Quantitative Risk Impact Assessment
Probability

30%

10%

Minimum Cost
Impact

-£

-£

Most Likely Cost
Impact

500,000 -£

500,000 -£

Maximum Cost
Impact

1,000,000 -£

1,300,000 -£

1,450,000

2,600,000

Price Build Up Notes & Comments

Risk Mitigation Plan
Mitigation Owner &
Organisation

Risk Mitigation Plan

Will be managed and designed out and managed by
contractor

#1. Design ERIc Action Required - Undertaking of detailed desk study/PSSR to include all
historic geological/geotechnical data, to ensure that best assessment of materials
competence is enabled and route alignment options formulated accordingly.
#2. Use the above to inform production of a targeted detailed ground investigation
during detailed design phase.
#3. Design Action Status/Final Resolution Notes - Detailed, targeted and route/structure
specific ground investigation along final alignment prior to commencement of detailed
design.

Estimated as: 207m @ 13000 per/m = 2.691M
Say as: 207m @ 6000 per/m = 1.242M (42%) 1.45M

Survey - optimisation
Review of survey da ta will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down
Include as potential VE item in contractor procurement

Attenuation storage (priced as RC)
Estimated at, 5388m3 @ £575/m3 = 3,098,100

Survey - optimisation
Review of survey da ta will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down
Include as potential VE item in contractor procurement

Open pond earthworks say £100/m3 = £538,800
(works out at approx. £100,000 per pond)
Headwalls etc. accounted for elsewhere
Potentially cost difference £3,098,100- £538,800=
£2.6M

R079

Threat

Open

No fin drains allowed for

Fins drains may be required

capital cost and for installing finn drains

Project

Medium Threat

40%

£

120,000

£

240,000

£

R080

Threat

Open

Off route land drainage encountered

May encounter land drainage cut by the road construction

Increased costs associated with swales and ditches

Project

Medium Threat

40%

£

100,000

£

250,000

£

Risk Register
St Austell Link Road - Risk-Register for Business Case 6-3-17
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Missing off BofQ is Fin drains, where filter drains aren’t
present, these are regularly ignored on minor road
schemes in Cornwall, but I think not in this case,
480,000
Say 6000m @ £80/m = 480,000

Robust GI
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down

Off route land drainage say 0.5M for extra swales and
500,000 ditches etc.

Robust GI
Review of GI data will remove uncertainty about scope may go up or down
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